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Chollima originated as a famous Korean legend 
about a brave giant who crossed over mountain and 
sea on a winged steed hundreds of miles a day. 
This legendary symbol is now used by the people 
of the DPRK as an inspiration for socialist emula
tion and achievements in their endeavors to build 
and strengthen their socialist nation. It symbolically 
embraces the goal of the Korean Workers Party in 
socialist construction. 

Chollima, according to this legend, is referred to 
as a winged horse capable of bearing those fortunate 
enough to mount it, at a rapid speed, cowards the 
land of happiness. 

Published by the 
American-Korean Friendship 

and Information Center (AKFIC) 
160 Fifth Avenue 

Suite 809 
New York, N. Y. 10010 

Price 25¢ .,,..20!) 
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FOREWORD 
By JOSEPH BRANDT, Executive Director 

American-Korean Friendship and Information 
Center (AKFIC) is an anti-imperialist peace organi
zation representing the best interests of our people 
and our nation-the U.S.A. 

We are devoted to building bridges of friendship 
between the people of the United States and the 
people of Korea. 

AKFIC's main function is to provide accurate 
information to the people of our country about the 
historic background of the Korean people, the Ko
rean nation the 1950-53 war in Korea, the political 
division of Korea into north and south, and the chief 
obstacles today to reunification. We believe that to 
fully comprehend the significance of the current 
movement among the people of Korea - north and 
south - for unification, it is imperative that we 
learn to understand the causes that led to the divi
sion of Korea. 

AKFIC's role is to explain the U.S. government's 
monopoly-inspired policies in respect to Korea and 
to help organize and inspire popular pres~ure ~n ~e 

government in Washington to abandon 1mpenahsm 
in Asia, in particular to withdraw all its troops and 
weaponry from South Korea, including atomic weap
ons, thus removing the chief obstacle which blocks 
the people of Korea from determining their own 

future, developing their own resources for the benefit 
of their own people, and choosing a unified govern
ment in accordance with their own needs. 

AKFIC is unalterably opposed to any interference 
in the internal affairs of the Korean people by out
side forces. We are for leaving Korea to the Koreans. 

AKFIC's objective is to influence a reappraisal 
of our government's policy in Korea. It is time to 
replace the 195 3 Armistice Agreement signed by the 
U.S.A. and the DPRK with a treaty of peace be
tween the people of Korea and the U.S.A. We 
believe the proposals advanced in the letter from 
the Supreme Peoples Assembly (Parliament) of the 
DPRK to the United States Congress (April, 1974) 
presents a realistic basis for discussion of a peace 
treaty. (Congressional Record, April 9, 1974) 

The replacement of the Armistice Agreement 
would make possible the establishment of diplo
matic relations between the two countries, and would 
rapidly advance people-to-people friendship via trade 
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relations, cultural exchanges and other forms of con
tact, leading to peace and a spirit of unity in Korea, 
thus adding impetus to the process of detente in 
all of Asia. 

AKFIC is an anti-imperialist peace organization 
designed to help alter the seemingly inevitable des
tiny of young Americans from one of death and de
struction to a vision of life, constructive work, friend
ship and harmony with the Korean people and all the 
people of Asia and the world. Only a well informed 
people, learning the truth about contemporary Korea 
will have the intelligence and capacity to influence 
and change the course of our government's policy 
in Korea. 

A student at Villanova University in Pennsyl
vania expressed the sentiments of millions of Ameri
cans when, following a discussion of Korea in his 
classroom, he wrote: 

"The American public exists under an en
forced illusion concerning the validity and suc
cessfulness of any socialist type government. 
Thus, people in our country remain blind to the 
material and cultural gains attained by such 
systems; instead of accepting and profiting from 
such advancements, our people are impervious 
and aloof to the slightest recognition of a 
worthwhile organization. However, the increas
ing open-mindedness and objectivity of some 
people throughout our country is resulting in a 
disregarding of our previous brainwashing and 
the beginning of an appreciation of the as
tounding accomplishments of many socialist 
nations. An excellent example of such a con
tinually progressing socialist nation is the Dem
ocratic People's Republic of Korea, which has 
overcome the effects of four thousand years of 
serfdom, feudalism, colonialism and imperial
ism to construct a highly successful socialism." 
Prof. George 0. Totten, in his Foreword to the 

book Song of Ariran by Nym Wales and Kim San, 
expressed the same thought in a different context. 
He writes: 

"The popular apathy and ignorance of Amer
icans concerning the division and occupation 
of Korea, and the war that grew out of that, 
left them unprepared to see through the myths 
and distortions that serve as pretexts for bring
ing them into an even bigger and more tragic 

2 

war in Viet Nam in which the American gov
ernment also stepped in to keep the country di
vided and to hold one part under American 
dominance." 
AKFIC came into existence in 1971. Close to one 

hunarecrTnii:iaffilg~ sponsors, irichi"'dTng . men and WO· 

men from a broad range of occupations and inter
ests, became the initiating force that gave birth to 
this Center. That same year they published a Po
sition Paper "Operation War Shift,'' which became 
the program upon which the activities of the Center 
continued to be based. · 

While individually the sponsors represent differ· 
ent philosophical and political beliefs, they all share 
an anti-imperialist conviction which unites them 
in a deep feeling of opposition to the U.S. govern
ment's continued presence in South Korea against 
the wishes of the Korean people and its continued 
use of South Korea as a military base for future ag
gression, first and foremost in Korea, and elsewhere 
in Asia. It is this presence of foreign troops on the 
soil of Korea that represents a major threat to peace, 
interfering with the process of the independent and 
peaceful reunification of the country. 

AKFIC is guided by and composed of peace advo
cates, artists and professional persons, trade union
ists, clergymen and women, students and members of 
minority groups who, because of their color, know 
only too familiarly the proclivity of U.S. imperialism 
to seek to dominate people of color-Black, brown, 
red and yellow. 

AKFIC is politically independent but not neu
tral. We are partisan in the struggle between the 
socialist Democratic People's Republic of Korea 
(North) and the neo-colonialist military dictator
ship of South Korea which is foisted upon Korea 
by U.S. and Japanese imperialism. We fully sup
port the great achievements made by the people of 
the DPRK under socialism; and we actively sup
port the efforts of the people and government of 
the North, who, together with the people of South 
Korea, wish to unity their nation and their people, 
independently, peacefilliy and democratically, with
out interference froin. outside forces. 

The structure of our Center is quite simple. It is 
not a membership organization. It has as its base 
of organization sponsors, thousands of supporters 
on mailing lists, subscribers and readers of our pub-
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lication and literature. Many of them express their 
support with financial contributions. 

AKFIC has an Executive Board and Officers who 
meet periodically to plan the program and activities. 

AKFIC publishes an informed periodical titled 
Korea Focus, which has already achieved a reputa

~- -i:ion in many educational centers and among other 
Americans concerned with peace in Korea. 

The Center organizes forums, film showings, visual 
slide lectures; it places advertisements in the press; 
it supplies information about internal conditions 
in Korea and foreign policy matters relating to Korea. 

AKFIC publicizes and circulates pamphlets, bro
chures and other printed matter in large quantities 
which are mailed and distributed to thousands of 
Americans. 

Governments establish diplomatic relations be
tween countries, which is normal and expected if 
nations are to live in peace with each other. But 
such diplomatic relations do not, ipso facto, guaran
tee people-to-people friendship. 

The guarantee that diplomatic relations between 
countries will prove fruitful rests upon the develop
ment of friendship between the people of the re
spective countries. That is why we invite you: 

• To become a sponsor of our organization. 
• To participate in our activities. 
• To subscribe to and read , our publication, 

Korea Focus. 

• To take an interest in the development of 
relations between the U.S. and Korea, north 
and south. 

• To give us a helping financial hand. 
Whatever contributions you make in whatever 

way you choose, you are actively participating in 
the great crusade of mankind, through detente and 
peaceful co-existence, to make war between nations 
and peoples a ghastly memory of the past. 

To. this end we present in the following pages a 
reviseCI edition of our ~rst Position Paper" _'.9.11~f~---
tion War Shift," which was published for the first 
time in 1971 and became the foundation for the 

1 
organization and activities of AKFIC. 1---· ~ 

This brochure is the result of the collective efforts 

1 
of the members of AKFIC's Executive Board and 

\ Korea Focus Editorial Board. It was prepared for 
\ publication by a group of active sponsors of our 
( Center. 

-....... 4 

INTRODUCTION 

Korea. The name is like a cry to the conscience 
of ilie;orld. It is called "the land of morning calm," 
yet despite the poetry of the phrase, it has been 
the scene of rape, war, and plunder by invading 
powers for generations-even for centuries. 

The lovely peninsula of Korea is a land of rug~ed 
mountains and sparkling waters, bounded by Chma 
and Russia on the north, China's mainland across 
the Yellow Sea, and Japan across the Eastern Sea 
(which is arbitrarily called the Japan Sea by the 
Japanese). It, is the size ?f New Eng!and and ~he 
climate has the same variety. Korea is filled w1th 
the' beautiful remnants of its ancient civilization, 
which is quite different from that of other countries 
of the Far East. One of the reasons for this is that 
the Koreans are an ancient and homogeneous race, 
distinct from both the Chinese and Japanese. They 
are thought to be the descend~nts of two str~ins, 
the nomadic tribes of Mongoba and the em1gres 

from central Asi_a. 
The · recorded history of Korea begins in the 

twelfth century B:c., when Igja, a Chinese scholar, 
established at Pyongyang a colony which exerted a 
cultural influence upon the people settled in the 

country. 
By the middle of the first century B.C., however, 

three small Korean kingdoms had emerged: ~()kuryO 
in the Yalu River valley, Paekche to the south of 
the Han River, and Silla in the southeast corner of 
the p~ninsula. The KirigClom of Kokuryo (73 B.C.

A.D. 668), which had conquered ihe Chinese colony 
at Pyongyang by the fourth century, was mostly 
mountainous and unsuitable for farming. Thus the 
people were hunters and fishermen, artists and arti
sans. It was at this time that the newly invented 
Chin.ese.._ofiicial style of writing was introduced to 
K~rea, followed by the classics of Co~£ucius and 
Lao-tse, and Buddhism. . 

The Kingdom of Paekche ( 18 B.C.-A.D. 660) m
troduced Buddhist scriptures and images to JaF~n 
for the first-time in the year 552. At the same time 
astronomy, geography, medicine, agriculture, metal
lurgy, and music were brought there. The Japanese 

natives were fascinated. 
It is interesting to note here that while a grea~ 

number of Kor~an scholars and priests, artists and 

I 
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:artisans were sent to Japan to enlighten the back
ward natives on ....... ilieTsfand, the sons of the Korean 
privileged class were sent to China to further their 
:StuCITes o1 Chinese civilization. Thus Korea served as 
,the brid~ __ of }~J!11i11,g ]:>~~een China and_ Japan'. 

Prior to the period of modern cofonialism, Korea 
had been invaded by various dynasties and foreign 
feudal states, but had always waged heroic wars of 
resistance against the invaders. 

When not preoccupied with warding off inva
sion and occupation, they vigorously developed their 
-own distinctive culture, defending it together with 
their land in times of invasion and occupation. 

Despite very long foreign domination, the Korean 
people preserved their own language, their distinc
tive form of dress and customs and everything else 
that goes to make up national culture. 

Hence today's struggle for reunification of north 
and south, and the passionatewTilof "'ihe people to 

·eliminate all vestiges of alien, foreign occupation
thetT.S.' jppe_rialis! _;riiJ!tary presence in south Korea 
(there are no foreign troops in north Korea, the 

DPRK) is rooted in centuries of heroic wars of re
sistance against foreign invaders and occupation. 

There was the Peasant War of 1894, which start
ed in the south during the teua·al ·period; the his
torical March 1, 1919 uprising, which also started 
in the soutnaiiCT"me·'continued struggles of the south 
Korean people taking on many forms during the 
Synghman Rhee regime, and now the Park Chung 
Hee ~e, for the elimination of foreign invad
ing- forces (U.S. imperialists) from the soil of Korea. 

In his book, "Korea Today", Harvard University 
Press, Mr. G~9rge M. McCune succinctly summar
ized this historic character of Korea, as follows: 

"The long historical continuity, during which 
Korean cultural and social patterns became firm
ly fixed, has left a unique heritage to the Kore
ans. They became a nation of one race, one lan
guage, one culture, and one proud past. The 
homogeneity of the Korean people is a sig
nificant factor in an evaluation of Korean polit
ical problems. Whatever disunity and diversity 
appears on the Korean political stage are not 
products of fundamental differences in race or 
atlture within the Korean community, but are 
.consequences of less substantial causes." 
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The history of Korea, however, and particularly 
for Americans, has been presented with deliberate 
di~UO.t! a11d J?Seu2o.~facts to the point where i~ is 
today perhaps the m9stmi~1:!_llderstood and confusing 
ar~. of the world. It is also potentially one of the 
most dangerous focal points for the peace of the 

world. 
' The peril bears a "Made in U.S.A." label, and the 
responsibility of the U.S. public in the situation is 
heavy. Yet the public cannot accept and act upon 
its responsibility to avert another disastrous war in 
Korea unless it is apprised of the truth about Korea. 
That is the purpose of this. information paper. 

The continuity of the history of the last three 

decades is instructive. The ~~-r .. ~p50 witnessed t~e 
beginning of the war. in Korea. The 11.S. war m 
Southeast ·Asia was launched in 19_60. The deCaCTe 
of the 12z9s ()pened with a promi~ of peace. i!l 
Southeast Asia, but with a threat of new aggression 
to the north, in Korea. · 

In a letter to a U.S. peace organization in Novem
ber 1969, Yongjeung Kim, pre.~J~ent of the Korean 
Institute in Washington, wrote: "If the United 
S~ates stays in Korea to keep its 'friends' in power, 
Korea may soon turn into a 'second Vietnam.' Peace 
in Vietnam alone will not stop American bloodshed 
in Asia. A greater menace is building up in Korea. 
Evil forces are fanning flames which can scorch the 
earth. The American people shoul~. _be alert to this 
smoldering cta!lger ·before it is too la~e:': 
--one year later, in November J,~70, Yongjeung 
Kim, disturbed by the lack of action on Korea in 
t'nePrevious year, sent a. cab!egram directly to Presi
dent Park Chung :f-Ieeof 'So-µ!_h Korea urging him 
to negotiate with President Kim II Sung of North 
Korea to resolve the problem of national reunifica
tion. He insisted that the government at Seoul move 
immediately for the withdrawal of all United_?!?:tes 
forces from South Korea, and. t!ie .withdrawal _()f 
South Korean forces from Vietnam, where_ they 
were 'achieving a notorious reputation for bestiality. 

In point of fact, the government of the Demo
cratic People's Republic of Korea had for years put 
forward proposal after proposal for the peaceful 
reunification of Korea. But the initiatives were re
buffed or ignored by the government at Seoul, with 
the tacit support of the government and the armed 
forces of the United States. 

7 
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The government at Pyongyang in its proposals 
had expressecC1t5 . wiliingness, despite the presence 
of United States troops on Korean soil, to enter 
negotiations for the exchange of mail, visits, and 
trade, and otherwise normalize relations between 
North and South. It was wiilfo.g to talk to the pres
ent authorities in South Korea about reunification 
provided that "they take an independent stand, 
abandoning their reliance on outside forces." 

Throughout South Korea today workers, students, 
professionals, and religious groups are struggling 
against tremendous obstacles to achieve the reunifica
tion of Korea-a condition which all objective ob
servers agree is the desire of the overwhelming ma
jority of the people of the South, as well as the 

North. f 
But there /is a necessary concomitant to this ac

tion: a majqr underta.king_]J_y~the anti-war forces i~----... 

the country' of the occupying power-the United · 
Stites-to sleek to stem the grave danger· of a ne'! 
war in Kofea. Utmost pressure must still be exerted -
upon the government in Washington to abandon its 
disastrous policy in Asia, to withdraw all its troops 
and weapons of war from South Korea, and to per-
mit the people of Korea to determine their own 
future, develop their own resources for the benefit 
of their own people, and choose a form of govern
ment according to their own needs and desires. 
On an immediate basis, there must be concerted 
pressure against continuing United States military 

appropriations for ~o~~ K2rea. 
Slowly, as events unfold at the United Nations, 

and as new initiatives are undertaken by the North 
Korean government, the conditions for such pressure 
are made more favorable, to an extent. But it can
not be emphasized strongly enough that the P!l!!te 
condition for such pressure is an enlightened and 
inToriiied American public. 

THE COUNTRY 

The ~area p..en.iw.aj_a in Northeast Asia divide&i..
the Yellow Sea from the Sea of Japan (East Sea) . 
With a land mass of about 85,000 square miles, it 
has an 11-mile border with the Soviet Union 
(S~a) and-a. ·lbng Yalu River-Tumen River 
border with the People's Republic of China (Man
cli.\ir!a). Since 1945, it has been demarcated at· the 
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38th parallel into "two Koreas." 
"To the south is the ·Republic of Korea (ROK) 

(pop. ~3 • ..009i000), with its capital at Seo~~ com
prising 38,000 square miles. It was tradmonally 
an agricultural region and until the end of World 
War II supplied a large part of Japan's food needs. 
In the last years it has been developed into an 
industrial base, mainly with (first) ~erican and 
(now increasingly) Ja.Panese capital. It supplies the 
capitalist world with 13 percent ~f its. ~ngst~n ~e

quirements,. and has been expandm~ts !exnle m
dustry for export. In 1974, the tex "le industry ac-
counted for about 30 percent of all mployment, al
though unemployment was increas g because of 
the hard-bargaining of its Western stomers. 

It has an ostensibly democratic form of govern
ment which has been all but eroded by its presi
dent,' Park Chung Hee; an elected assembly, more 
often in ~a state of dissolution than in session, and 
a constitution which has been revised to make P,2-rk 
a virtual dictator. It also has a standing army of 
more than 600,000 (the si:icth largest in the world), 
thousands of armed r~rvists, a coEstafa~lary of a 
million, an armed po!ice force (overt and covert). of 
hundreds of thousands, and a protecting occupation 
force of 43,000 United States _tro()ps, under .. the flag 
of the United Nations but responsible only to Wash
ington. The United State;-commander in chief has 
tactical control also over the South Korean forces. 

To the north is the Democratic People's Republic 
of Korea (pop. J,.;tooopoo), with its capital at 
Pyongyang, comprising 47,000 square miles. It has 
a large industrial base, and ranks among the first five 
countries in the world in the output of ~e_n, 
g£aphite, and magnesite. Under Japanes7 colonial 
rule, this part of Korea was a food-defic;t . area. It 
is now self-sufficient in food. It has a soCial1stform 
of government; with -a President (Kini lCSung), 
who was a national hero in the resistance against the 
Japanese occupation, a national assembly (Supreme 
People's Assembly), and a standing army estimated 
(by Western sources) at 3)0,000. It has also a ~i~hly 
disciplined peoJ?k'..s~!fiilitia of more than a !J!!li10?. 
There are no foreign troops on North Korean sod. 

THE BACKGROUND 

For almost seventy years, ever since Japan im
posed a "protectorate" over Korea in 1905, the 

9 
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Korean people have been denied their full national 
rights. During this "protectorate" period the .. JaP.a
ne~ imRe.rialist aggressors stifled the Jevef6pment 
of Korean national economy and turned the country 
into their commodity market, robbing the nation and 
people of food -- and raw materials. 

Whatever industrial establishments were promoted 
was entirely for the strategic aims of Japanese im
perialism to facilitate their aggression in Asia and 
in preparation for their aggression in World War II. 
Consequently, the economic character of Korea was 
divided geographically. The north, which possesses 
a great deal of natural resOU!Ces, water power, etc., 
became relatively industrialized much faster than 
the s~uth, which beca~-·the main source for agri
culture. This development continued for twenty
eight years. 

During the period of the "protectorate" the Japa
nese introduced one of the most brutal, oppressive 
colonial regimes in the history of imperialism. In
surrections were drowned in blood baths. The coun
try's human and material resources were exploited in 
an intolerable way, ground into the military machine 
that Jap!n w:as building up to furrher her plans for 
the conqu(;!S! o,f China and the restof Asia. 

The-conditions of the· Korean people during the 
1930s was best characterized by the Japanese Gover
nor-General Ugaki, who, in the 1930s, admonished 
his troops and the Japanese exploiters to drive and 
squeeze the Korean laborers "until they extract oil 
from stones." (Dae Sook Suh, "The Korean Com
munist Movement," p. 121) 

Use of the Korean language was forbidden, names 
had to be changed into Japanese, even the wearing 
of national dress was banned; exploitation reached 
the level of forcing the annual cropping of women's 
hair, like sheep, for sale as a commodity. 

Fiy(;! thousand patriots arrested in 1937 were 
executed to the last man and woman, in March 1945, 
on the eve of the final victory over the Japanese 
occupiers and the liberation of Korea. 

JaE11ese rule over Korea came to an end on 
A~~~t15, 1245, w~en the. main Japanese forces m'1.·-· ~ 
Korea were caught 10 a giant e~circlement by the 
Soviet army, and finally disposed of with the aid 
of the Korean Revolutionary Forces under Kim ll 
S~..a_. The Soviet army entered the war against 
Japan by agreement with the United States at Pors-

10 

dam in July 1945. 
At -Potsdam, the 38th Parallel was discussed by· 

the United States and ... the Soviet Union only as a 
line indicating the northernmost range of United 
States air operations. One month later, in August 
1945, the United States government unilaterally 
fixed the area south of the 38th Parallel as a zone 
o( occupation: · 

By the time MacArthur's forces arrived on Septem
ber 8, 1945, the Japanese had been disarmed and 
rounded up everywhere in the south. The leaders of 
the People's Committees who had taken over the 
administration, eagerly awaited the arrival of the 

U.S. troops to hand over their captives. 
On September 8, 1945, a popular-front govern

ment-the Korean People's Republic-replaced the 
Japanese authorities, set up a capital at Seoul, and 
exercised political authority over all of Korea. It 
was headed by a non-Communist newspaper editor, 
Lyuh Woon Hyun, who sought to establish cordial• 
relations with the American occupation army in the 
belief that the United States authorities would ac
knowledge his government's popularity-and juris
diction-throughout Korea. 

The United States command, however, rebuffed 
Lyuh's overtures, replaced his administrators (in
cluding police) witb,,_~he defeated Japanese, and, in 
December 1945, suppressed the Lyuh administration 
completely. As part of this maneuver, politician-in
exile Syngwaµ Rhee was brought back to Korea from 
Washington and put forward as the American
sponsored leader. 

To the dismay of the Korean patriots in the south,. 
one of the first acts of General Hodge, who com
manded the U.S. forces, ms to . order the Japanese 
military Governor-General Abe, and all other Japa
nese officials to remain at their posts and that they 
be -restored to office if dismissed. Furthermore, a 
typical Proclamation of MacArthur, in his name, was 
posted all over South Korea stating that: 

"All PO'Yi:£ _c:iyer th~ territory of Korea .south 
o£ 38° latitude and the people thereof, will be, 
for the present, exercised under my authority. 
Persons will obey my orders and orders issued 
under my authority. Acts of resistance to the 
occupying forces, or any acts which may disturb 
the public peace and safety will be punished 

11 
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severely. For all purposes during the military 
control, En@_"'.'.~11 be the official language ... " 

A second Proclamation provided that anyone wil
fully not adhering to the above Proclamation . . . 
"shall, upon conviction by the Military Occupation 
Court, suffer death or such other punishment as the 
Court may determine ... " 

The y.s. thus proceeded to set up a }1ilitary 
Oc~:i?n Regime, violating the Potsdam Agree-
ment. ~ 

While this was happening in the south of Korea, 
north of t~e 38th parallel, the Soviet Ul1ion did just 
t~~-~pposite. It ,handed o~er effective power to the 
existing Peoples Committees. The Proclamation 
issued by Soviet Colonel-General Chistiakov, com
mander of the Soviet Army in Korea, after referring 
to the crushing of the Japanese forces declared: 

"Korea has become a country of freedom. 
However, this is only the first step in a new era 
of Korean history. . . . The happiness of the 
Kor~an people will only be achieved by the 
heroic efforrs that you the Korean people will 
exert. . .. You have attained liberty and inde
pendence. Now everything is up to you ... " 

In the south, the U.S. military government con
tinued to solidify its occupation by stating: 

"All la-ys which . were in force, regulations, 
orders, notices or other documents issued by any 
other former Government of Korea having full 
force of law on August 9, 1945, .will continue 
in full force and effect until repealed by -express 
orders of the Military Government of Korea ... " 

Thus, the ()nly__c;li.[er~11~e between the former 
Ja2anese occupation regime of Korea, was that the 
Japa_l1ese language . was replaced by the English 
language as the official language of the ruling regime. 

Under U.~. orders and supervision Japanese-trained 
Korea~ police ":ent about disbanding the Peoples 
Committees, putting to death those who resisted and 
the Koreans were treated as "enemies" just as they 

1 
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were for 35 yea.rsunde_r Japanese rule. 
FQr_ more t~n two years following this maneuver 

the democratic forces in South Korea were harassed 
by the .. 80,000~man Unit(!c!_ __ ~tates _Q_<:<:uI>_ation force, 
and ~m.ke~ ~nd __ _c:l:~~~strations weE_:__!>!UtillY.-sup-

12 

pressed. In May 1948, Syngman Rhee. was formally 
installed as pJ:.(!Sident of_ a ~~public of Korea. 

Syngman Rhee was not slow in introducing a 
:reign of terrocEven the United Nations Commis
sion reported in August of 1949 that under Rhee's 
"National Peace Protection" Act, 89,710 persons had\ 
been arrested in south Korea in-ilie(:ig1ii:-morithS) 
prior to April 30,1949. Kini-Hyo-Sok, Rhee's Min
ister of the Interior, who went to the north at the 
beginning of the war in June 1950; estimated that 
between Au...ggg_J.945 and the start of' the war on 
June 25, 1950, one quarter of a millfon people had t 
been massa~r:d and 600,b601mprfsoned m the south 
during "Lioeration-:-:-:American-style.' 

According-to-objed:ive observers and honest jour
nalists such as Wilfred Burchett, who conducted in
dependent investigations and researched factual ma
terial and documents from many sources acmal war~ 
fare _@cLrnilitary attacks against the north; lJegan 
in August and September of 1949, andfiQi;~iJ!]une 
oL122Q. 

During that period, repeated attacks were made 
along key sectors of the 38th parallel by Rhee's 
forces. Important heights were seized in the western 
and central sectors and deep penetrations into north 
Korean territory were made in the eastern sector. 

During that same period, U.S. military "advisors" 
were in complete control of Rhee's military opera

tions. 
On June 5, 1950, three weeks before the official 

start of the war, Brigadier-General W. L. Roberts, 
head of the U.S. Military Mission, in an interview 
with Margaret Higgins of the New York Herald 

Tribune, let the cat out of the bag when he said: 

"I got at least thirt~~ll,_!Q_ fug~_eg A.mt:ricans 
with ~very division. They work with the Korean 
officers ... They live right with them in the 
field and at the front and stay with them in 

battle and rest periods ... " 

This_ F.Jl_~ the first admission that_ tJ:i<::r.~-~~§ ~ 
"front" and "battles" in which U.S. officers had taken 
part, long before Jun~- 25; 1950, when the official 
war was su.QQQ§~_!QJ.i.i!:Y~-g~._r!~d. ---------

What took place on_Jll!le_.1_~_1950 was that on 
that day the north Korean forces decid~d that the 
U.S. admitted "front" and "battles" Ciithe assaulting 

Rhee forces had_to -~C:-~~~<:d! repulsed and chased 
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back, after the 11orth l(ore_a_ns had_ e:x:hausted all possi
bilitie~_oi_p(!aceful solution. Washington proceeded 
to oversee the fashioning of a government in South 
Korea comprised of hatecl. __ E_<:>ll~!~ll_l _~(_l_~ _indus~ial 

hustlers who simp!Y.. ~v~f_t,c1!~d their ~~!::t~C(! _from 
the Japanese to the U.S. monopolists. 

fa-Jillie 1950, the Sw1ss newspaper Die Tat char
acterized the South Korean regime in this fashion: 
'President Syngman Rhee al!d his _9.~_s~ __ !1_lain
tain their__l@i!_c:4~uthority in Seoul and in the 
larger cities ~:mg through aregilnen of military and 
pqj._ice terror, and thanks only to American aid. The 
South Korean state system;which has stood on weak 
underpinnings from the very beginning, has to re
sort to open totalitarian methods." 

If anything, the current situation in. South Korea 
i~r~e;_ but the Swiss comment at that time took 
on added significance, coming as it did on the eve 
of the outbreak of the Korean War. But first, to 
retrace some diplomatic history: . -

After long and fruitless negotiations between the 
Soviet Union and the United States concerning the 
establishment of a provisional national Korean gov
ernment under international trusteeship--negotia
tions which were foredoomed to failure because of 
the institution of the Cold War-the Democratic 
People'~Oilc-oT-Korea was established at 
P~ on Sept. 9, 1948. It was not recognized 
by the UniieCl States. (In this connection, it should 
be clear, because of subsequent United Nations in
volvement in Korea, that the Charter of the UN 
specifically denies the UN competence -i!i--questions 

arisl!!g frgm_ We>!ld War II, such as arrangements 
for enemy-occupied territory-as was the case in 
Korea.) 

The Soviet army left the area above the 38th 
Parallel completely before the end of 1948. Accord
ing to Pentagon statements the United States with
drew its army officially from the area to the south in 
June 1949, leaving behind a South Korean "con
stabulary" under United States tutelage, a cadre of 
5QQ_ l\tp._eric:ll_n officers-and a condition of stark_ 1 l.~ ..•.• 

poverty and unemployment. The North Koreans 
have insisted that in fact the United States has main
tained a military presence below the 38th Paralld 
ever since th~ end of World War II in 1945. 
· By the -~pri~· o( 1956:- close to 50,000 persons 

were fri_~_'?_n_ in ~92::1,~h :I(orea __ charged with vio-
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lating Rhee's catch-all National Security Law. 

Guerrilla movements were being formed in the 
!D.Ountains, students were engaging in mass pro

tests, and sg!k~_s _a.!!9-_labor unrest was mounting. 
Rhee appealed to Washington for massive assistance. 
fohn Foster pulles, then Republican adviser to 

)ecreta!y ___ of sr~!i.-:Qe.a!1 A_c~~soll,-anCI fater ro be-

:ome Secretary_of State hitJJ.~e.lf, went to Seoul and, 
'n a speech to the South Korean assembly, pledged 

ill-out American support against "the encroach1lZe!!! 

of Communism." At the United States high com

mand in Tokyo, there was a quickening pace of 

activity. General Douglas MacArthur, the suprern_e 

United States commander in Asia, journeyed from 
Tokyo to Seoul to announce: "There can be ~o 

compromise ... We must help anyone W~_() will ~ 

fight Communism." 

Dom,ir_iating_ United ~ta~e.~ ..e_o!ic:y a~ t~i_s __ ~~e was 4 
the "loss" of China-to the Chinese people--only a 
few short months before. The decision had already 

been made to hold on to Tai~_a_f!.E2.!L~o~ts. The ,-
situation of Syngman Rhee in So~th Korea-cor- ~ 

ruption, mutinie~in the arm.ed f_orces: summary ex
ecutions of patriots, and ragmg m~~!O~-paralleled 

t~LQfj!i_!~st days of Chiang Kai-shek. 

Rhee's desp(!_ration was exemplified by the South 

Korean elections of May 30, 1950, in which fewer 
than 20 per:ent of his suppo·r~rs __ Y!._ere el~ed,, 

despite the extensive use of thugs to force people 

to the polls, and to intimidate them when they got 

there. 

There was desperation of a different kind

economic-in the United Stirn;:s.. A recession had 

set in late in 1948; unemployment had risen to a 
p~s-twar high of 6.6 percent, and the economy was 

stagnating. Production had dropped by 15 percent, 

profit!_~~re down by 3 3 perce_I!t, and ord_t:~_io! 
durable _g_O()cfS,,_ pJ:i!lcip_a!lydifbn and steel, -w~t_e_Qff ?Y 
3Q percent. The Truman Doctrine in Europe--m

itially massiv~:l!~rt for Greece and Turkey--:::W§ 

not stemp:ling the c:l~~!ine. It was time . fot: .3:. 'f EUDan 
Doctrine in Asia to take effect to bolster f~~~_t_li~ 

Ameri~~ econ~~y, anc:C~ai-Is-wllacbulles and >:t.._ 
MacArthur were involved m. ,_ 

s~~~~hi~g had to happen-and it did. 
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THE KOREAN WAR 

On June 25, 1950, war erupted in Korea be
tween North and South. Although most people in 
the United States were led to believe that the war 
was instigated by the North, no such proof has 
ever been established. In fact, historians Joyce and 
Gabriel Kolko in The Limits of Power: The World 

and United States Foreign Policy, 1945-54 (Harper 
& Row, 1972), document the weakness of the 
"North Korea aggression" theory. Further, the 
first news stories at the outbreak of the war-later 
suppressed-reported incursions by Rhee's armies 

into North Korea, where they were. repulsed and 
pursued into the South. Whatever the origin of the 
fighting, it was clear that Rhee's' days were num

ber~~k42!!~!!l!tional emergency and a national 
mobilization. 

What is kept away from the American people 
in history books, in educational textbooks and in the 
journalistic reports of the media in respect to the 
Korean war, are the facts regarding the last minute 
efforts made by the leaders of the Democratic Peo
ples Republic of Korea to stop and avert such armed 
conflict. 

After Syngmao Rhee openly bpasted in an inter
view with the Vice President of the United Press 
that he would "oc~upy Pyongyang within three days" 
the leaders of the Democratic Peoples Republic of 
Korea responded to this by renewing efforts to avert 
a fratricidal war. 

In early June 1950, Pyongyang offered cooperation 
with all politicians 1n the south, except Syngman 
Rhee and seven other notorious collaborators with 
the Japanese. A p~rsonal invitation was issued to 
three hundred members of the South Korean Parlia
mem and other prominent south Korean leaders, ~t:o 
pa,rticip~_jg JlEOther unification conference. ----

On June 19 I95i:Cl:he1?reSidmii10TilieSupreme 
People's Assembly in ~ proppsed to the 
National Assembly in Seoul that the two bodies join 
together and achieve peaceful reunification of the 

country. The_rep4r to this was a well organized and 
prior prepared major military assault from the south 
during the dawn hours of Tune 25, 1950. It was this 
assault which called forth the powerful counteroffen
sive la1J0ched by the north a- few hours later. 

War was not ·in the interest of the government 
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at Pyongyang. The new socialist country was mak
ing remarkable economic strides. Kim Il Sung's 
prestige was enormous, North and South. On this 
foundation, the northern government had made re
peated overtures toward reunification, but these 

moves had been consistently rebuff ed. 
The complete lack of sincerity of the Seoul regime 

was further exposed when Park Chung Hee advanced, 
on June 23, 1973, the now well-known polic'yonhe 
"t:Wo-Koreas" to be admitted to the Umted Nations, 
in this way perpetuating the divlSlon of the north 
and south for an indefinite historical period. 

This was countered by President Kim 11 Sung on 
the eve of the same day. The full program of Presi
dent Kim 11 Sung, detailing the five-point program 
are included in Korea Focus, Vol. 2, No. 2. 

The continued demagogic posmon of the Seoul 
regime was further exposed when they proposed to 
sign a "non-aggression .E~ct" with the DPRK. The 
response to all these demagogic proposals w~ made 
by President Kim 11 Sung in a speech welcoming the 

President of Algeria. He said: 

"As is well known, those who really com
mand the south Korean forces are not the south 
Korean authorities, but the Commander of the 
U~, still bearing the 'UN' insignia. It is 
the U.S. imperialists who control all the means 
of war . from rifles to artillery. If, despite its 
a"Cts, · the south Korean government envisages 
concluding a 'I>!<=t of non-aggression' with us, 

while leaving. the aggressive troops of U.S. 
imperialism in south Kru:ea,_then this is a 
matter oL§.uch stupidity that it is not worth 

d!s~ssing . . . _ 
"We further mopo§ed that independently of 

the existing coordinating committee on North
South Relations, a great National Assembly 
should b~. convened or a conference for polltlcal 
discusSion between north and south m which 
would take part representatives of different 
political parties, social o!ganizadons and i:er
~onages from vari?,us sections of the population 
m the south. . . . 

In a discussion which Wilfred Burchett had with 
the President of the DPRK, Kim Il Sung, he quotes 
him as having said that in addition to the many 
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political proposals made during the session of the 
Coordination Commission on Unification, the DPRK 

made the following concrete offers for economic co-
qp.eration. · 

"We said: - 'Why send your workers abroad 
to places like West Germany and Brazil when 

we could. give them work? Why import iron 
ore at high cost from abroad when there is 
plenty for all Korea in the north? Send your 
workers to us, we will give them equipment and 
they can mine the iron ore and send it south
as much as you want, without cost.' 

"They refused. On another occasion after 
human and material losses from floods in the 

south,. w~ s~id::- 'We now have much experi
ence m Irrigation and flood prevention works. 
We will send you engineers and equipment. 
They can work under your orders wherever you 
need them.' 'No.' was the reply. 'Communism 
would flow with the irrigation waters.' We also 

suggested that the south Korean fishermen come 
a.nd fi~h in our waters. They are having a bad 
time m ~he south because Japannasexported 
ma!Jy of its poU11tion-making industries to south 
Kor~. The waters are polluted andtliis-nas-Iiad 

a disast~ous effect on fishing. We are one nation. 
There is plenty of fish for all in the northern 
waters, we said. But they refused, as they have 
refused every concrete proposal towards nor
malizing relations." 

Alth.ough the Soviet Union was universally charged 
by United States officials and in the American press 
with responsibility for the outbreak of war Mos~~; 

was ()b\T_i()usly. ca11g!Jt. by surprise by t~ wttTts 
representative had been absent Tram ili-e-United Na

tions Security Council becaiiseor the UN s refusal 
to seat the People's Republk of China m its rightfUI 

permanent place. The Soviet Cfe1egates were not 
present eveµ when the Security Council sanctioned. 
the creation of ll; United Nations "unified command" 

(July 7, 1950) as an umbrella for the Unit~d '1..~ -~ 
States to intervene with troops in SQ.Uth Korea. • 

. The United States Seve~_~1eet had already been 

disRatched t? the So_u_~~~a Sea ( wl:Jere it re- · 
mains to this day h Without -tllepresence of this 
fleet,_ and without the incursion by U~ited - Stat~ 

ground and air forces, the w~ in Korea wo~d 
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h'!:ye bei:_n oveE quickly, and Korea would have been 
unified_ bJ' the decision Of .. the_ people of Korea. 

G~n~rafMac.Arrhur--fgnorecf repearecfwammgsby 
the Chinese to keep away from their borders. W~ 
MacArthur made clear his intention to cross into 

ManChmi~, Chinese volunteer armies entered the 
w;ron-the side. of -the-NoYili-_!(0£e~ns-;- and-to

gether- th~y _pu~_~I~ilie- ~~~i~~L~1Ilies south. A 
military stale_m\lt!::_ -~!_lfil.l~d, ana this leg . to ti:uce . 
talks undertaken at the initiative of the Soviet Umon. 

Disilh1.sh11me11t _among tQ~A~c:EJca?: ~pli~li.Cw1th 
the \\'_¥_was ~pressed by . the election to the - presi

dency in 1.25~- oLQ~Q.~f Dwight Eisenhower, cam
paigning on a pledg~_!() end the war in Korea. On 

July n .. 1_95J1.~~ili£~ .f1~1Uisti£e was ~:ed ~o at 
Panmunjom b_y the North_ Koreans aruf the Thmese 

o'll1the. ~11~ii~L~d th~TElJi~~J':~'.~~!~~ Command 
(re:!,d:- the United States) on the other. (The South 

Ko~e~-Gffir~~~entdid not sign the a!iiiiStlce 

agreement.) 
The /toll was enormous: coun~less thousands of 

Korean dead some of them victims of experimenta

tia'n by the United States forces with new methods 

of_ killing; 142,000 American casualties; ~e~~
in Korea that defied belief; $80 billion m military 
e~~es by the United States, with much of 

the pr9.fij__~ into the accounts of U.S. and 

Japane§_e __ JJJ.1:!!11!.i~;i~- ma~~ Yet, withal, an un
swerving determi11~t~()t1 on the part of the Kore~ns 
to rid th_~ _ country ofloreign invaders and umfy 

the land. 
Th-;;-;rmistice began uneasily, and conti®ed that 

way. There were frequent clashes and reports of 
clashei; in the so-called demilitarized zone. The 
South has charged infiltration by "agents" of the 
North, and the North has charged incursions by the 
South, and by United States military reconnaissance 

planes and ships. The seizw:e b~ the North .Koreans 
of the United States spy ship Pueblo m 1968 
cr~ated an international incident, and ended only 
when the Uriit_ed Sta~es government conceaed that 
the Nayy craft -had violated the termorial waters 
of North Korea.,1The crew was then released. In 
1969. the Nor~ Koreans shot down an American 
intelligence plane, and there have been cominai.ug 
incidents of interception of Sol\!h Korean ships 
wi~in the North Korean coastal limits. In all, 

Pyongyang has compiled a record of more than 
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50,000 alleged violations of North Korean territory 

sjnce the 1953 armistice. 

SOUTH KOREA TODAY 

America{l J:!lili.t?-..!Y assistance and economic invest
ment enabled Syngll}a!t R,hee to maintain power in 
an administration marke,d by rep[_e~!)_io_riL!(:!!_r_Qr, elec
toral jr_audi__k;ib~ryt and"<:orruption. By 1960, popu
lar revulsion with the Rhee regiIIle -had - reacliea 
such proportions . that tii~----U nitecr States. was_ com-· 
pelled to dispose of Rhee in March of. that year. 
The immediate spark was a massive uprising of uni
versity students. An unstated reason was Rhee's 
s~bborn conditions forthe retumof Japanese capi
tal, a. development --wh.kli. was-becoIIiirli a_ yital 

part_ of lJnitc:d_ ~~ates policy in Asia. 
Rhee was succeeded as head of the South Korean 

government by Joh~_ M. Chang, a vacillating man 
of the middle, friendly to the United States but aware· 
of the intense feeling in the country after years of 
repression, and the desire for reunification with the 
North. Demonstrations for unity were an almost 
daily occurrence, and a student march was scheduled 
to culminate in a meeting with North Korean 
students on May 19, 1961. The day before the meet
ing, Chang was removed in a military coup, under 
the pretext that his policies were paving the way for 
a "Communist takeover" of the government. General 
Park Chung Hee emer ed as the "stton man." (A 
recor o Par 's background may be obtained on re

quest from the AKFIC.) 
The Park..Eg@~. _has, . if anything, been even 

more repressive than that of Syngman Rhee. A vast 
network of spies-ind informers infests the country, 
under the direction of the Korean Central Intel
ligence Agency. Thousands have . been imprisoned, 
first under the Anti-Communist Act of 1961, and 
Korea is, in short, a police state whose government 
then under the succeeding laws forced through by 
Park, each more stringent than the previous one. 
sle~UQ.!'._j~El~~e.11c:e __ ~!L!.h..e __ s_uppOJ.L~-gd ap- ~~ 
proval of the United States government. · <- , 

In the last months __ .Qf__J,212, Park dismimtl~~Lth~ 
Constitution, disbanded the national assembly, and 
irnposc;d ___ C:_~raordinary martial law. Each page of 
the Seoul newspapers earned a small box reading: 
"Passed-Military Censorship." In January 1974, 
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still more laws were announced making cnucism 
of the government-or even of the repressive laws 

-punishable by death. The laws were aimed pri
marily at the students who once-·again were or

g~-- y:;ist--p~otest · demonstrations. 

But the students were not alone. Journalists, 

Christian clergy and lay persons, and workers and 

peasants also were rounded ~p in a desperate at

tempt t~ ~t~He ~issent. In June 1974 the police 
reached out for a former president of Korea, Yun 
Po Sun, a known anti-Communist, on charges of 

assisting the student movement. His arrest came dur
ing the trial of Kim Dae Jung, an opposition leader 

who had been kidnapped a year before in Japan by 
the Korean CIA and forcibly returned to Seoul. That 

incident had caused a scandal in Japan, which had 
been diverted by a deceptive promise by Park that 
Kim Dae Jung would be freed to leave Korea. He 

was of course detained, imprisoned, and placed on 
trial on specious charges concerning violations of 

electoral campaign laws. 

After a new emergency decree in April 1974, 
Jerome A. Cohen:dlrector-ofl:he ·:East Asian Legal 

Studies Center at Harvard, said Park_li~g "re_m_oved 

the las!_J?ropfroin Oll:f_~or~·" The decree 
was followed_ by the arrest of 240 dissidents. In a 

k,tter to the New York Times on ?v!ar_ 28, 1974_,_ 
· Cohen joined Gregory Henderson of the Fletcher 

School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University 

to write: 

"Seoul is an armed camp under a garrison com

mander. Other Korean troops are unaer tiie tactical 

comm~d of a ~~~~~-S~~~_r~_'1nd can be 
ordered to suppress with American arms the slight· 

est expression of Korean democracy." 

In similar vein, Edwin 0. Reischauer, former 

United States ambassador to Japanand now Uni
versii:y--Professor--at ftiivar<I: eked the lesson of 
Vietnam fo ·warning the United States ta .. ~trkllte 
itsel~~-l(orea. "President Park;' he said, "is 

making a mockery of the democratic institutions of 
his country and seriously undermining the loyalties 

of his people." He urged Washington to cut back 
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shtirply its military appropriations for Korea (pegged 
at $253-milllontor.T974) ~d to begin withdraw-

ing troops:. "Only the Korea~-~11 decide their own 

future," he said. -
O~_ ]1:1.~e_ -~,__ 197 4, Richard Halloran, who has 

covered Korea for yearS IOi:- tlle New York Times, 
wrilleJrom Seoul: "No one knows what's going on. 
The g_~yei~ent operates in tight secrecy . . . People 
are tense .. :At.i:he-cei:iter-of all this is the austere 
and aloof president . . . who has steadily gathered 
power to himself and crushed opposition by clapping 
into jail all those who cry for a measure of free
dom." For saying less than this, Pa_r~-~~_!l:ished Eliza
beth Pond, correspondent of the Christian Science 

Mo!!_itor, from South Kotea. --
In rigged trials in July 1974, the military courts 

dominated· by PaiK sentenced _ 14 persons to death 
and scores more to life or long term imprisonment 
on charges of having plotted student uprisings. 
Among those doomed was the popular poet Kim 
Chi Ha, and five students from Seoul National Uni
versity. In addition, a show trial was arranged for 

the former president, Yun Po Sun. 
The goyer~ent's explanation for its draconian 

measures continues to be the "threat from the North" 
and the need for discipline to ;;chie;~ eeonomic 
progress. Economically, there is a gloss of prosperity 
in the cities, and the growth rate superficially bas 
been _favorable, although declining . in the last three 
yea!S.-B_ut,_ according-iotlleLiinaon- Financial Times, 
this growth rate is· dependent on ·the low wage· rate 
of the . .1~5 mifilon-emp10yees · ormanufactnting . in

dustries, and South Korea's aJ>i!.~~~i:t: its prod
ucts, now principally finished textile -~as. 

United States investments in South Korea, which 
in the past were limited to t~tile,, have increasingly 
expanded into the electi:onics industry involving 
some of the biggest .American firms These com
panies have taken advantage ofSouth Korea's anti
union and anti-st~ike _E-ws, and have shipp~ piirfL ... ""' 
for assembly rn -XOteanfiicrories where workets;-at 
starvation-wage levels, turn out . fi.Oished .. produecs 
for . sh!J?.ment to markets in "ASiilaruf-·me Untted 
-Stares. .. --------------------

uoired States support for international runaw§_ 
shops to South Korea, and the massive support given 
to Japanes~.J.119.!!.0polies, have increased the exploita-
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tion of South Korean workers while at the same 
tune--ei1rnli:iai:ifl.g te_11~ ___ 0L thousands of jobs for 
American workers. The result has been rising un
employment in the United States in the textile, shoe 
and leather, and electronic appliance industries. 

While publicly the Seoul government ·-raises the 

spectre of the threat from ifie~privately it 
reass,ures fo~ig~_ i11vestors that there is no daiigef~---
Political instability 1n South Korea has caused a de
cline of A.iiieilciiirnvestmeiits from a peak of $43 
million in 1970 to $13 million in 1973. At the 
same time, however, Japanese investment in 1973 
rose to $295 million. Some oitfi1s-money, of course, 
is Umted States dollars invested in Japanese in
@_gry._ Among the American ··investors in South 
Korea either directly or via Japan, are Control Data, 
Monsa_g1~-~~1!1ic:al,_QuPont, _ Internation.~lPaper, 
International J:l!lrve_ster, and Husky Oil. 

For the South Korean people, economic prob
lems, particularly inflation, . are adding to the dis
content. Wholesale prices rose 30 percent from 
January to May 1974. Consumer prices rose 17 per
cent, and the cost of rice, the Korean staple, in
creased 60 percent. Half the_~g~~~l1 income of the 

av{:rage_ f~~ilL~-~~ . .J.?0ice alone'.. 
In the countryside, the condition . of the peasant 

remains at an extrem~oor level,- and thousands 
are pouring into the cities in search of a livelihood. 
What they find was described in an article in the 

Paris daily Le Monde: 
"Many workers, particularly in small and medium 

size firms, work in conditions reminiscent of 19th 
century_J'.urope, with a-worHni day of 10 hours 
or more,_ a__ deplorable l~k of facilities, no holidays·-
and no social benefits. . . . The trade unions that 
exist arerherools of the employers and the gov
ernment. Social s_e_c~tity is virtually nonexistent. The 
medical problc:~- i_s_ ~rticularly acute. If a sick man 
cannot pay, he will not be admitted to a hospital. 
. . . South Korean farming is still very backward. 
It lacks ca,Pital, machine!y, and_ infrastructure. Only 
20 percent of all roads can be used by motor vehicles 
and 40 percent of all vill~es hav~ no electricity ... " 

NORTH KOREA TODAY 

In the preface to his book Again Korea, ~-
Burchett, perhaps the most knowledgeable Western 
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reporter in Asia, wrote in January 1968: . 
"When I last saw North Korea 13 years ago, 

it was a CQtlfitry_.!QtitJly __ dev?-stat_ed-tile prototyp'e 
of the devastation in North Vietnam by tlieterri=· 
fyi!%_ indiscriminate, and ~nre.s~r1~teJ. .use of .United 

__ S~~s . air power. Not a city, village, factory, school, 
hospital, or pagoda was left intact. rn -tiie· name of 
thetriitied Nations, North Korea s populated areas 

.J1adJJeen r.~41!~4-.~~~J.5=~L~~~es and rubhle, 
its factqries to heaps of twisted iron." United States 

authorities estimated that it ~9EJcl _t#~.9.QJears 
t0 rebuild North Korea. 

-----In the June 197lf1SSue of Monthly Review, Ellen 
-1fill.n... a Danish writer, recorded her impressions of 

a visit to N"orth Korea a few months earlier. She 
reported a country entirely rebuilt from the ruins, 
.a well-dressed well-fed, ~~ well-educated ~a-
tion. She wrote: 
~oday, almost evervthing_ which meets the eye, 
from the smallest consumer goods to the most im

pressive products, has been prnclu,c_~qjp. the country 
itself: electric locomotives, tractors, houses, bull· 

d~~i _Q:l1E~~l1se~ 1 a._n~ . i:tl-ITitaq. vehicles." -
In February 1974 Burchett returned for another 

visit and wrote in the . weeT<l.y . Guardian, published 
in New York: "No objective person can visit North 

Korea and not be ast~.1:1:11:1~4-. b.Y .. tl1<: -~~~omic 
progress in allfields, at the well-being of the people, 
the pro.spericy_QI_th~ xil!a_ges, -iu.idi:he-greai: popu-

_wi_cy of President Kim. Kim's esteem is due nor
only because the progress and prosperity are at
tributed to his leadership of the Korean Workers 
Party, but because almost everyone s_e_ems. to J{~ 
him perso?ally. In four visits to the DPRK in five 
years and travels tO virtually every corner of the 
country, I have yet tO _vi~~ a factory,_~~@_()! §Chool_ 
that had not been visited several time~ by the_ in: 
defatigable President. If his leadership is highly per
sonalized and propagandized in a way that seems 
strange to Western eyes and ears, this seems to be 
the way the Korean people like it. A~ii_JQ~l.-"'-"' 
history of disaster through disunity, they seem glad 
. i:o have a Teaaer·· c~l'!P1~ ~¥rig--i:n£~J!QQ: Tor~ . 

ward." 
The driving force behind the progress has been 

the principle of Juche-"reliance on own forces"
a~cl~Q_~_!~c!_Q}r_~_im. Ancfaitliellea!tOf-Juchi. is 
a system of factory and farm management whic;h 
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has ~han_g!'!.d r>m®.i!E~~cl_.~rnth~!.~~Y. t_o .3:.. coU~_ctive 
syste~--- \!I!d~L~hich Jli~- initia!!ve .... l1~ ,.the fac;tgry 
bench and in the. field is given full play. In each 
fact0ry-orfa-rm:-i~o1idcs is in command in the form 
of a pa_Et:y~~~~~te"'.? under which there is a general 

staff heacte.4 .. _1?Y__ !h_e __ ~li.ic::i ~n_gineer (in a factory) 
or the cooperative manager ( o~ a farm). Farm 
workers and factory workers get the same benefits 
and privileges. For example, mothers receive 77 

days' -~~i~ J~~!e .. ~t . t}ie .birth of a ~~i~d, and there 
are nurseries and k:mCiergarten facilmes on every 
farm, as in every factory. In all of North Korea, 
there are nursery and kindergarten facilities for 3.5 
million children-in a nation of 14 million. And 
remarkably, in a time of worldwide inflation, and 
in sharpest contrast with South Korea, the~ _ 

of staples in North Korea are going ~<?\"Ill· 
The contrast was presented in more technical 

terms by a German economist, Gerhard Breiden
stein, who has been an exchange professor at Yonsei 
University in Seoul, writing in his article "Economic 
Comparison of North and Sol,l~h Kor~" soon to be 

published in Korea Focus. 
"In all but one of the industrial output categories, 

the DPRK has the lead over the ROK, even in ab

solute terms ... The compar"ison ... ofihe 1?!!...E!Pfta 
income, which in 1970 was 3.4 times higher in the 

DPRK than in tliiIWK, is confirmed by the trend 

of arrother data collected. If nothing else, the sta

tistics show that the DPRK, and particularly her 

development strategies ana principles of economic 

organization, deserve much more attention than they 

have received thus far in capitalist countries. Third 

world countries have been aware of {these} aChleve-
ments for several years .. ~--WFile the ROK re-· 

ceiveatreineriClous amounts of foreign aid, the DPRK 
has received very little, if any, _outside ·assijtance 

since the late 1950's. It thus demonstrated that its 

central ideology (Juche) seems to be a viable and 

success! ul development principle." 
Hope of reunification remains a dominant feature 

of life in North K.orea:Ailomer--overriding ·consid

eration is the ever present realizat~~!?;_E;~er 
devastating conflict . i_s_,_possib~e. Toward this e~entu
ality, one-third of the North Korean budget 1s ex

pended for military preparations-a Egure \VIUcli 
must be. tak.~~J!l.SQ __ acc:9u_nt.~)len econor~iE.~!th 
-actu~l and potential-is c~n~idered. 
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Within the socialist bloc, North Korea has main
tained a yosition of solidarity on general principles, 
yet non-mvolvement in the conflict between China 
and the wofldCOmmunist.:mcrvei!ient. In this regard 
-perhaps because its war experience is similar
it is most often compared with North Vietnam. 

ROAD TO REUNIFICATION 

Howe~~r_9l'portunistic his reasons may have b,~en, 
Park Ch~~~ in the summer of 1970 was forced 
to take public recognition of the hope and aspira
tions of an artificially divided people to be one 
nation again. On August 15, 1970, he yielded to 
the continuing overtures from the North and indi
cated his willingness to work with Pyongyang -,:for 
reunification. The first steps were taken through the 
R~§.S of Nortl}_a,nd .. ~Quth, and, one year later, 

in Augus£_}_?_71~ meetings of lia~~£~_s_onnel were 
held in Panmunjom. The next month further meet
ings produced agreement to establish permanent 
liaison offices in Panmunjom connected by telephone 
lines and "full:~cale" talks alternating between Seoul 
and_RrnYang as the sites. Sessions were held on

almost a we~kly basis.~--
Meanwhile a. ·-separate line of communications was 

opened in private on a governmental level in May 
and June 1972, and on July 4, 197_2L_there \Vas 
an historic breakthrough with __ a ~nt declaration)( 
announced simultaneously in Pyongyang and. Seoul. 
The declaration said that the two sides had made 
great progress in promoting mutual understand-

ing," and stipulated the following·: · -- --- · 
( 1) Unification should be ac:ll_ieved by Koreans, 

without interference by other powers, and by peace-
ful means; ( 2) political and ideological differences 
should not be allowed to forestall unity; ( 3) mili-
tary provocation and mutual defamation ihoqlci 
cease; ( 4) a "hot line" would be established be
tween North and. S~mh; (5) future Red Cross dis
cussions would concentrate on ending the long sep-

1
l-> ...... 

aration of families by permitting the exchange of 
mail and visits, and other means of communications. 
A North-South Coordinating Committee was to be 
set up with a joint chairmanship under Lee Hu Rak, 
head of the Soutll._ Korean CIA, and Kim Yung Ju, 
director of the Organizational Guidance_!?,_~partment 
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of the North Korean Workers Party. 
The committee met several !lines into the fall of 

1972, and in November of that year issued a com
munique calling for an end to slandering and defama
tion, and agreeing to discontinue all propaganda 
broadcasts by radio and loudspeaker across the de
militarized zone and the distribution of leaflets. 

Admittedly, there would be great obstacles to 

progress, engendered both in Seoul and in Wash
ington (Park's appointment of the chief of the 
CIA was significant. As was noted in Korea Focus, 

Vol. I, No. 3, p. 4: "Lest there be any illusions 
about the rate of progress towards unification, it is 

clear that the mo_st rea£tJgnar.yJ~-~ ~outh ~9!~~-
all oL!ll_em_ huddled within and about the govern
ment of President-FarICLhung--iree,-Wiilclo.tlleif 
utmost to hinder that progress. They will be-aoetted: · 
in their efforts by _t~i_r-~~t~.£1.>arts in the govem---=---
ing and industrial establishments of the United 
States and I a pan." But the immediate effect ··was -
apparent. Park was forced to convene a special ses

sion of. the. pr_i_g1~£~f1JncCOatiOnru assembly fof 
debate on the joint statement, and in the United 
States Korea became "news" once again. 

The obtuseness of the media of the.United States 
was demonstrated by a New York Times editorial on 
July 3, 1972, one day before tlie· joint statement 
was made public, describing Kim 11 Sung's initia
tive toward unification as a "new honeyed approaC:Ii" 
and a "Tr9jan Horse device." Incredibly, in the face 
of reports of its own correspondents, it described 
South Korea as "a country which permits open de
bate and contested elections." After the joint state
ment, the Times, in a rarely refreshing display of 
editorial lucidity, described the accord as "a histori
cal development of the utmost importance for im
proving the political atmosphere in Asia and in the 
world." In the Jast two years, the Times has fol
lowed, Koreal!_everits with considerably more candor 

and ~ity. 
Park sought to use the joint statement as an ex-

cuse for his repressive measures and for the im
position of a new authoritarian constitution on the 
ground that these moves would enable him to bar
gain "from a position of strength." At the same 
time, he reasoned that the seeming moves toward 
reconciliation would rob his political opposition of 
a rallying point. Despite these obvious ploys, how-
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ever, the joint statement clearly represented the 

aspirations of the Korean people. 

THE UNITED NATIONS 

As the new events unfolded on the Korean pen
insula, the spotlight turned to another stage closer 
ot home: the First Committee and the General 
Assembly of the United Nations. For years, with 
various ·-c0ui1trle5ttoruing for it, the United States 
had J~_ustrated a genuine debate on Korea,. oased on 
the fiction of "the United Nations·- Command" in 
Korea, and on the United Nations Commission for 
the Reunification and Rehabilitation of Korea 
(UNCURK). For years also, attempts had been 
made to iJ!Y~e-without conditions.::...a ~resenta
tive of North Korea to participate in a debate-on 
Korea. But- these clf orts failed because of the in
sistence of the United States and its allied spokes
men that North Korea accept the "competence and 
authority" of the United Nations in any resolution 

of the future of Korea. 
Py_<:>ngyang __ h.~4 £Qnsis!e_~ly _ _E.fu~(;!g .to accede to 

thi~ __ cl_<:!!!laf!cl ()!J. ... ~h.~ .J:<:!~~onable ground that it wQul.4 
be tantamount to . giving an occupation force in 
Korea carte blanche- fa"advance-·ii) dictate the terms 
of a peace settlement. Further, as has been made
cfear 1i1tli.Ts ··paper, Pyongyang has insisted that 
Korea's fumre be determ.:~!1eci by Koreans alo_ne, 
without interference by an outside force. And as 
long as the United :Nations provided the _::fQ!Sr 

of_ its flag'.'._f.QE_~-<?~~E.28,000 troops of the United 
States in South Korea, theTJiiiied Nat10ns remamed 
an outside (C>~_c_e ... Thus, only th.e s0U.tli--:Kore~ns had 
been seated as observers when the First Committee 
and the General Assembly considered the "Korean 

item." 
As new nations-uncommitted to the United 

States position, and not as subject to pressure
entered the UN, it became increasingly difficult to 
keep the North Koreans out by setting conditions. 
So in 1971 and 1972 Washington employed the pro- Ii.,....> 

cedural device of postponing debate on the Korean 
question until the following year. 
1~972. however, there was a difference which 

manifested itself in the resulting vote. The difference 
was the presence of the del.egMe. . .QL!hi: .. .P.~2p.1U.Jie.::~ 
public of China. The Soviet Union, which had 
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traditionally pressed the issue of Korea in the UN, 
had already placed on the agenda a proposal call
ing for the withdrawal of the United States _!9~ces 
from Korea, and the dissolution of UNCURK. It 
withdrew its proposal in favor of one put forward 
by 13 nations, led by Algeria -aiia·--rncru<lmg. thma, 
calling for the "creation of favorable__co~ditions to 
accelerate the independent and peaceful reunification 
of Korea." By a vote of 70 to 35, with 42 abstei.;:_ __ 
tions, the Assembly put the question over to 1973. 
Significantly this was "the fusi:. "tiine tliat the No 
votes and the abstentions together had exceeded the 

Yes votes. The handwriting was on the wall. 

When the UN Assembly met in the fall of _1973, ~ 
there was still another difference: the presence for 
the first time of a delegation from North Korea 
to participate in the debate. The United Stafes ·11ad 
no longer been able to keep them from being in
vited. At issue was a . ''Western" proposal (the 
United States, Japan, three "SE1\1U-member nations, 
and Uruguay and Nicaragua) proposing simultane
ous membe~. in the UN for North and So_utb 
Korea. This was-"1:11e ''two Komis" plan, a device 
i:OsOTidify the nation's division. On the other side 
was an "Eastern" resolution (the Soviet Union, the 
Mongolian People s Republic, three Middle !l~-~e~n 
stat_~ and several African countries) recommend- ~ 
ing entry of a "single unified I.Corea." 

On November 21, 1973, the chairman of the 
First Committee reported an agreement not to put 
the Korean question to a vote-but this time the 
victory was not for the United States, but for the 
proponents of a reunified Korea. The United States, 
s~~sing defeat, wen£_~on_g_ with a consensus decision 
fO dissolve UNCURK and to <!!l~ourag(! all m~es 'X. 

t'o ·nex_p~~-I!e,:-::-rne_"}~~~~~e_?t! .e~aceful reunifica

tion" of Korea. 
In effect, the Assembly agreed that Korea is 

one country and that reunification was' !lie desired 
~· The vo.te did not mean the Tmmecfiiie-wTth
drawal of the United Nations flag, but the sense 
of the majority of the organization was clear. The 
final decision was to come in the Assembly of 1974, 
the date set for a new vote. Significantly, the ma
jority of . the_ members o( Jl;ie UN seemed. to .. take 
their _cue. from the five-p()int reunification pro
posal of President Kim, put forward in June. 1973 .. 
for a single representation for £~.~- ~()nfe_~~-~~t~d.}l~: 
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public of Koryo (the ancient name of the country) 
P~!l~i~ completion of reunification. Actual re
unification still faced enormous obstacles. 

For _9~~£-~_9__years 1 the United Stat~~ exerc~sing the 
tyranny of a minority in the United Nations has 
s.tymied the disengageriientOltlieunifea··Nations 
from the legacy of the Korean War, 1950-53. 

The Korean issue has been under d1scuss1off'in the 
UN for more than 20 years. Despite the slow process 
of disengaging the UN from Korea, recent annual 
UNGA sessions have registered steady progress 

towards such disengagement. 
The voting results have shown the growth in the 

number of countries advocating the withdrawal of 
foreign troops from South Korea and that the Korean 
people be allowed, themselves, without outside inter

ference, to settle their own affairs. 

While the advocates of foreign troops continuing 
on the territory of South Korea could relatively, with 
ease, impose their resolutions on the General Assem
bly in the past, now, however, the situation has 

changed. 
Speaking at the 28th session of UNGA ( 1973), 

Ambassad9r_l'raore of Mali declared, during the de-
bate on the Korean question, that the UN Aseembly 
had_ari. ()b~igation, if it was_JQ __ .. avoid the ba1lk

ruptcy-oLthe.IlN_fluthori.!Y.'.: to disen-?age thh~ UNh . i 
from the "war of colonial reconquest mto w 1c it 
was dqm_d illfi§ia." _ · 

The disengagement of the UN from Korea con
cerns the withdrawal of foreign troops from South 
~orea (there are no foreign troops m the DPRK
N orth Korea) and the dismantling of the UN (mili-

·- tary) Command (UNC). ·· · 
The withdrawal of foreign troops from South 

Korea and the elimination of the seat of tension in 
the Korean peninsula is an imperative demand of 
the times. Over the years continuous support has 
been given to the Korean people, in and out of the 
United Nations, by the Soviet Union, other socialist 
countries and all progressive world public opinion. 
An end to the foreign occupation of South Korea and ,._...._.. 
the peaceful unification of the country on a demo-
cratic basis without intervention from outside forces 
meets the aspirations of the Korean people and the 
interests of peace in the Far East. 

Th.§tlOJ..tlw trQQ!?§ operati!_!g_under UNC, au
thorized by the UN Security Council in 1950, con-
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sist now of over 38,000 U.S. troops, 100 ~.S. officers 
and "token" (ON Hag earners Tn parades) contm
gents of three soldiers each from Thailand and the 

Philippines. 
The UNC also has under its command the Park 

Chung Hee armed forces, thus placing Americ!-11 

generals in oy~~aU c~~~-.9.L~!!.~d. f()rce~ 10 

South Korea leading to provocative military actions 
on -the armistice line between north and south, the 
demarcated 38th Parallel. (See Korea Focus, Vol. I, 
No. 1, 1972-"The UN Role in the United States 

War) . . . 
The 29th UNGA session. of 197 4, 10 d1scuss10g 

the :Korean questfoO, was faced -with the con~ete 

problem of how.~o_C()_nt~~\l~_!~e p~~s~--°-~--~1~en
gaging it from tli~ __ ·:~a.r .~! colonTaI rec~~CJ.1:1::st mto 
which it was dragg~d in Asia." 

To complete this disengagement the UN must 
agree to order the removal of all foreign troops from 
South Korea and dismantle the UNC. To that end 
the First Committee of the 29th UN General Assem-
bly began the debate on the Korean question ~ov. 
25, 1974, with the participation of ~e representatives 
of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, and 
spokesmen for the Park Chung Hee ruling clique of 

South Korea. The debate concluded o~~!?-~~~er 9, ~ 
1974. 

Before the First Committee were two resolutions, 
a draft resolution on the "withdrawal of all foreign 
troops stationed in South Korea un~er. the Unit~d 
Nations flag," submitted by the soc1~st count~1es 
and independent, liberated former colonial countrtes, 
40 in all. The draft resolution was supported by many 
~es in the course of the debate. It reflected the 
will and aspirations of the Korean people, both 
north and south, and the peace loving peoples of the 

world. In the final vote, desf>!ti:__~~~_ou~_r_s ~d . 
arm twisting of the United S-tates imper!ahsts, the 
.rot:e on the resolution was tied, 48 to 48, w~_t?-_3_~. 
·abstentions. The results of the votiiig10cncate the 
continuea limitations of the options and maneouver

ability of the U.S. imperialists. 
The whole course of the debate and the result of 

the voting as compared with previous voting on the 
Korean question clearly attests to the. fact that the 
position __ o_f__ U.S. imperialism is be~omtng ~Qre and 
more Cli.flicult and that we are entering a penod when 

tlie "Ty~ny ~-the ~nor~?'" in the United N~~~~.~ 
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is coming to an srul-
The second res~!ion, backed by Un_i~~-~t-~tes 

and Japanese imperialists which "expressed the hope 
that tne5eeurity Council ... will no doubt give con
sideration to . . • the dissolution of the UN Com· 
mand," was~-"..~~§! to_J?, with-323.Fsteiitions. 
!Jespite this, voices demanding an end to U.S. im· 

perialist intervention in the internal affairs of Korea 
and the withdrawal of U.S. troops from South Korea, 
will continue to grow stronger as days go by. The 
ranks of supporters and sympathizers in support of 
Korea's independence and peaceful reunification will 
steadily continue to grow, and while the draft resolu
tion introduced by the socialist and other countries 
and strongly supported by the DPRK, was unable t~ 
muster enough votes for approval this year, the 30th 
Ses~~or_ipf thc:'(Jn_ited Nafio11~ of)975 is not far oft." 
The question of Korea will be raised again andno 
do~bt the increased support of the peoples of the 
world w·m finally ·prevail in the United Nations' 

coi?plete disengagement from Korea. 

PEOPLE TO PEOPLE 

Four monthsafter the UN.resolution of Nov. 21 
___ 197_r-anei'traordinary event took place in Pyongyang'. 
--- The Supreme Peoples Assembly of the DPRK, meet

ing in formal session, dispatched ii1e€te.t to the Con
gress of _the United States containing proposals for 

a -~:~~t)r~of pe~ce on the Koreaii)eninsula. Clearly, 
a maJOr reason was the patent refusal of the govern
ment at Seoul to proceed in good faith on the basis 
of the July 4, 1972, joint statement. The time there
fore had come for direct action on a realistic basis. 

The armistice of 1953 in the Korean War had 
been signed by the United. States, the DPRK, and 
the People's Republic of China. Seoul. had not been 
a J>a.rty to the agreemen"t.The letter to Congress, 
dated March 25, 1974, declared that with huge 
armed forces opposing each other, it would be im
possi_ble ~o solve any problems relating to peaceful 
reu01ficatton of Korea. It charged that the United 

1 
l->-'-"' 

States had encouraged the South Korean authorities 
to reject a succession of North Korean proposals; 
had increased its military aid and armed support to 
South Korea, and had "committed provocations 
against the North, staged war exercises and per
petrated espionage acts." Against this background, 

~--·------~ ... 
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the letter calle~_fur_ jQJ~!U~.l?U~~u[ldJi:ii.~esl.S£f.1:~~ 
and the DPRK "to replace. the armistice agreement 
wltll a peace agreement" that. "brooks no further 

deiay." It proposed: · · · 
· 1. A non-aggression agreement, with a provision 

that there be no United States interference in the 
internal affairs of the · Korean people and no en
couragement of repressive measures against the South 
Korean people by the government at Seoul. 

2. A disco11E_I?:l1!1.E..ce h. both sides of aan:;imegt 
escalation and introduction of new weapons, combat 
equipment and war supplies in Korea. 

3. Withdrnwal of all foreign troops from South 
Korea at the earliest possible date, and an end to 
the fiction of the "United Nations Command." 

4. A guarantee that Korea would not become a 
military or . operational base for any country. 

The language was simple and direct, and what 
was most unusual about the letter was that it in· 

initiated direct contact between the DPRK and a 
branch of tlieUnitect Sfaies ·government. ·Furrher, 
the communication seemed to be suggesting to the 

Con~~- tha,; i: __ ~easse!t its constiui_Honal authority 
and responsibility, in the name of the people of 
the United States, as ~e _soJe group .eII1powered to 
declare war (which it . h;i.Cl abdicated in th.e case cif 
Korea in 1950 and Vietnam .in l960) and to es
tablish .£_~~ (an opporn.inicy nov/ being presented 

to it). 
Typically, the Stat.c:. Department responded first 

-and only 'iliformally to inquiring reporters
rather than a representative of the Congress, and 
then only to say that there had been n~e in 
United States policy concerning Korea. 

On Ap!il. 9, __ 1974, however, Representative -
Michael Harrington of Massachusetts ·addressed hun
self'fo the question on the floor of the House. He 
noted the laaof. attention being paid to _the letter 
despite "the d!'a.mafic change in the North's position 
on peace talks," and said: "It seems to me that in 
view of the potential explosiveness of the situation 
on the Korean peninsula, both the executive and 
legislative branches of our government should look 
inJQC.the letter. It is certainly in our interest to stop 
any further aggressive activities ·-and put both sides 
back on the road to peace." (Congressional Record, 

Vol. 120, No. 51, pp. 22-47). 
In the summer of 1974, the American-Korean 
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Friendship and. }riformati~n Center sponsored a 
letter-to every United. States Repre~entative and 
SelliltOr: signea by ~mwy prominent pers~ns iii pub
lic life, urging them to "investigate the strange 
silence concerning the letter from the North Korean 
Assembly, and, further, to address yourself gen
erally- to the pressing but neglected question. of a 
permanent peace on the Korean peninsula:' 

Thus, from many directions, pressures were being 
applied to the United States government to re
appraise its Korean policy. It is instructive to take 
a look at the objectives of that policy. 

POLICY AND PROBLEMS 

Through the Cold__]fu.years, Washington's Asian 
policy was aimed' at the containment of China and 
the_~()viet Union and the S!ll'pression of all move
ments of national liberation. That policy, as it con
cerll:.ed Korea, was based on four premises: (1) 

~ Korea must be maintained as a base for United 
States military operations; ( 2) reunification must 
be prevented-except under conditions of dominance 
by-the government at Seoul with the guidance of 
Washington; (3) Japan would become the moving 
force, both economically and militarily, in Korea 
unde_! __ the protc:qion of the United States nuclear 
um.J> .. £ella and in partnership with American monopo
lies; ( 4) since the implementation of the policy 
would be impossible wftlfTuilf of Korea under so
cialist management and orientation, North Korea 
must be _brought to heel. 

ilie first step in the implementation of the policy 
was the restoration of Japanese military power. A 
Japanese ''Defense Agency" was created in 1952 and 
converted into a ''National Defense Council" in 
1956. Ja~eye industrial monopolies were rekindled 
to life and became the chief suppliers to the United 
S!ates forces during the Korean War-about $3 bil
lion· in arms-and to the revived Japanese armed. 
forces. · .. 

Today, Japan has a "self-defense" army of more ,l.,>.;..., 
than a quart_<:r of a million men, in eflect placed 
at the dis~~~~ of th(! U11ited States forces by means 
of the United States-Japan Security Treaty, pushed 
through the Diet in 1960 ov~ the vigorous protest 
of a large segment of the Japanese people. The treaty 
was renewed in 1970. In 1965, the Sato government 
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was forced to reveal secfet plans for a joint United 
States-Japanese invasion. of North Korea. The plans 
were contingent on United States success in South

east Asia. 
Japanand Vietnam played a key role in Wash

ington's devoted support of the Park govt:~nment. 
!hat devotion rested on two principles: (1) reop7n
mg South Korea to Japanese investment; (2) dis
patching South Korean troops to fight on the United 
States side in Vietnam. 
-fh~--fust condition- was accomplished with the 

signing of the South Korean-Japanese Treaty of 
June 22, 196~~ The s~oricfwas met by the shipment 
since f965 . of 360,000 troops of the South Korean 
army, sery~ng ir.1 rota.,gon, bought and paid for by 
ilie Unii:ed States at a C()St of more· ihan $1 billion, 
and leaving. beli!na··;-iecord of "cruel and inlm~an 
behavior toward the civilian "population of ··so~th 
Vietnam. It was a bargain driven by · Park, who set 
as his condition for sending troops to Vietnam the 
financing by the United States of replace111_ent troops 
that would have to substitute in tlie demilitarized 
zone of Korea for those sent to Vietnam . 

.. Japanese Prime Minister Sato se-;:led the Korean 

arr!lngement in a visit to Washington in November 
J969. It came under the headline appellation of the 
'Wii"on Doctrine," providing for Asians to fight 
ASians, ·with military equipment anil"'economiC as
sistance from the United States. A joint statement 
declared that ( 1) "the security of the countries of 
the Far East is a matter of serious concern for 
Japan"; (2) South Korea is "essential to Japan's 
own security"; ( 3) Taiwan "is also a most im
portant factor for the security of Japan"; (4) South 
Vietnam is linked to the "security" of Japan. In 
subsequent Diet sessions, members of the Sato gov
ernment declared that in the event of a new"war 
in Korea Japan "will not remain an observer," and 
spoke of the possibility of a "preemptive" war against 
North Korea. ~- .. 
, As Japan moved back into Korea with Park's 
blessing and the connivance· of the Nixon adminis

tra~iQ.ri, the Japanese government stepped up' its 
discr~_!ri9.tion and repressive measures against the 
600,000 Koreans who. live in Japan. Utilizing 
alienated and anarchistic- elements and hired hood
lums, as well as its own "Self-Defense" personnel, 
the Japanese government instigated physical attacks 
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on Korean students, . teachers, and schools. The kid
nappitig. of Kim Dae. Jllllg, who lived in a virtual 
fortress in Tokyo, caused acute embarrassment to 
the Japanese government, but it also raised ques
tions as to how the . Korean CIA was able to carry 
out the criminaCact ·without the knowledge of or 
interference by the Japanese police. 

Tn ~O, when the United States raised the 
question of withdrawal of its troops from South 
Korea, President Park declared that it would be 
"absolutely necessary" for the Am~rican forces to 
remain "until we have developed our own capa
bility- to cope successfully with North Korea." His 
scheaure---caile<I for five ye~r~ and $.2 billion. In the 
intervening four years, W ashiogton has _ .complied 
both by . supporting Park in power and supplying 
the wherewithal to maintain him there. 

Wliiie tbere are continuing reports that American 
withdrawal will in fact be gradually instituted, these 
reports are belied by American actions. In May 197 4, 
John Mclucas, ~ecretary of the Air Force;-ctec:Iared 
ducing a visit to Tok}ro that the United States was 
planning to shift a squadron of F-4 Phantom jet 
fighters from Thailand to South Korea to replace 
less effective models. Such a move would be_ COJ,ltrary 
both to the lates~_ proposals of the North Koreans, 
as outlined in the letter to the Congress, and to the 
armistice agreement of 195 3. But such violations 
were hardly new or unusual. They simply provided 
Park with new assurances of continuing support from 
Washington. 

More ominously, Mclucas said he could foresee 
a military situation in Asia in which the Japanese 
Self-Defense Force would be employed outside the 
territorial limits of Japan. He declined to be specific, 
but said that if United _States and Japanese inter-
ests were threatened he could envision a change in 
Jap~nese participiition in _the defensive partnership 
wi!.1! _ t~e __ :United States. That role is currently re-
stricted to Japanese territory, although there is, con-
trary to popular belief, no Japanese constitutional 
prohibition against deployment of Japanese troops '""'""" 
outside Japanese territory. 

CONCLUSION 

Many events and many factors have intervened 
since the promulgation of the Nixon Doctrine in the 
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pre-Wa:t<;~gate. year of 1969. The resis~ance of the 
libefation movements in Southeast Asia forced an 
admission by the United States that there could be 
no "victory" in that part of the world. The emergence 
of the -People's Republic of China as a force to 
reckon with in the United -ffitions and on the 
world scene as a whole is an undeniable fact. The 
insistence by the Soviet Union that it must be con
sulted about all theTeaI~inu potential danger zones 
of the world is a potent ingredient in global politics 

today. 
Above all, the political and economic viability of 

the ~;;ment of the Democratic Peoples Republic 
of Korea, plus the persisting resistance of patriotic 
Kore'an;' in the South, have caused heretofore pro
ponents of Washington's Korean policy, such as the 
New York Times and prominent diplomatic figures, 
to begin a reexamination on their own of that policy, 
and to conclude that the time has come for the 
government of the United States to. do likewise. 

Basic questions to this end were raised in staff 
report prepared for the use of the Senate Commit-
tee on Foreign Relations and published !n February , ,1 / 

W0i was- titled Korea and the Philippines:!-~ 
November 1972, and was based on a visit to those 
cow1Jrie~ by two committee staff members. Concern-
ing_ Korea, the report concluded: 

"If the United States is now in a position to re
examine its programs and postures in Korea, basic 
questions such as these questions should be addressed: 
wh1 does South Korea, with a more prosperous econ
omy:-requ!re great military aid while the North pays 
for most of what it receives; why is it necessary for 
the United States to pay operating and maintenance 
costs of the Korea armed forces; why_.does the United 
States have troops and advisers in the South while 
the Russians and Chinese have none in the North; 
what is the justification for having U.S. weapons 
systems with nuclear caJ?ab}Uttes in Korea; why must 
American groundforces -be retained if they are no 
longer necessary to maintain the military balance; 
are the existing interlocking l!,~,-U.N.-Korean com
mand arrangements still desirable; and should we 
wish to be automatically involved if anothef"Kofean 
war were to break out?" 

These are serious questions indeed, and while the 
authors of the report were not sanguine about having 
them answered cor:structively-"because we appear 
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to be immobilized by our own presence and commit
ments" -they have been raised and they are being 

discussed. 
While there is a clear and present danger in the 

contingency plans for a confrontation-plans coordi
nated in Washington, Seoul and Tokyo-it is equally 
clear that there is a determination in the North and 
throughout Korea to resist any new American-spon
sored encroachment. There have in addition been 
warnings from . Peking and Moscow that the two 
socialist countries 'would honor their commitments 
of mutual assistance to the government of North 
Korea in the event of a new danger. The validity of 
these commitments was proved by the Chinese ac

tion in the Korean War of 1950-53. 
Vital to the whole situation is the frame of mind 

of the people of the United States. In this connec
tion a pertinent observation was made by Professor 
Reischauer in a letter to the New York Times on 

June 14, 1974. He wrote: 
"President Park's regime is still supported by 

American arms, aid and a defense commitment, but 
as conditions are developing in Korea, the American 
people simply will not support this defense commit
ment to 'still another dictator' in dis.tt.ess." 

This is a significant warning by a man who for 
many years was instrumental in the implementation 
of American policy in the Far East. It is also, in its 
way, a call to action by the people of the United 

States. 
From another vantage point-that of unswerving 

resistance to Washington's Cold War policy from the 
beginning-the American-Korean Friendship and In
formation Center and its friends have been aware 
of both the danger of a new conflict in Korea, and 
the possibility of turning the tide in favor of a last
ing peace in "the land of morning calm." 

In this belief, the AKFIC solicits help in the cause 

of peace in Asia and throughout the world. 
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KOREA  
  
Uneasy Truce in the Land of the Morning Calm  
  
  
Chollima originated as a famous Korean legend about a brave giant who crossed over
mountain and sea on a winged steed hundreds of miles a day. This legendary symbol
is now used by the people of the DPRK as an inspiration for socialist emulation and
achievements in their endeavors to build and strengthen their socialist nation. It
symbolically embraces the goal of the Korean Workers Party in socialist construction. 
 
  
Chollima, according to this legend, is referred to as a winged horse capable of bearing
those fortunate enough to mount it, at a rapid speed, cowards the land of happiness. 

  
Published by the American-Korean Friendship and Information Center (AKFIC)  
160 Fifth Avenue  
Suite 809  
New York, N.Y. 10010  
  
Price 25¢  
  
FOREWORD  
  
By JOSEPH BRANDT, Executive Director   
  
American-Korean Friendship and Information Center (AKFIC) is an anti-imperialist
peace organization representing the best interests of our people and our nation-the
U.S.A.   
  
We are devoted to building bridges of friendship between the people of the United
States and the people of Korea.   
  
AKFIC's main function is to provide accurate information to the people of our country
about the historic background of the Korean people, the Korean nation the 1950-53
war in Korea, the political division of Korea into north and south, and the chief
obstacles today to reunification. We believe that to fully comprehend the significance
of the current movement among the people of Korea - north and south - for
unification, it is imperative that we learn to understand the causes that led to the
division of Korea.   
  
AKFIC's role is to explain the U.S. government's monopoly-inspired policies in respect
to Korea and to help organize and inspire popular pressure on the government in
Washington to abandon 1mpenahsm in Asia, in particular to withdraw all its troops
and weaponry from South Korea, including atomic weapons, thus removing the chief
obstacle which blocks the people of Korea from determining their own future,
developing their own resources for the benefit of their own people, and choosing a
unified government in accordance with their own needs.   
  
AKFIC is unalterably opposed to any interference in the internal affairs of the Korean
people by outside forces. We are for leaving Korea to the Koreans. AKFIC's objective
is to influence a reappraisal of our government's policy in Korea. It is time to replace
the 195 3 Armistice Agreement signed by the U.S.A. and the DPRK with a treaty of



peace between the people of Korea and the U.S.A. We believe the proposals
advanced in the letter from the Supreme Peoples Assembly (Parliament) of the DPRK
to the United States Congress (April, 1974) presents a realistic basis for discussion of
a peace treaty. (Congressional Record, April 9, 1974)   
  
The replacement of the Armistice Agreement would make possible the establishment
of diplomatic relations between the two countries, and would rapidly advance
people-to-people friendship via trade relations, cultural exchanges and other forms of
contact, leading to peace and a spirit of unity in Korea, thus adding impetus to the
process of detente in all of Asia.  
  
AKFIC is an anti-imperialist peace organization designed to help alter the seemingly
inevitable destiny of young Americans from one of death and destruction to a vision
of life, constructive work, friendship and harmony with the Korean people and all the
people of Asia and the world. Only a well informed people, learning the truth about
contemporary Korea will have the intelligence and capacity to influence and change
the course of our government's policy in Korea.  
  
A student at Villanova University in Pennsylvania expressed the sentiments of millions
of Americans when, following a discussion of Korea in his classroom, he wrote:   
  
"The American public exists under an enforced illusion concerning the validity and
successfulness of any socialist type government. Thus, people in our country remain
blind to the material and cultural gains attained by such systems; instead of
accepting and profiting from such advancements, our people are impervious and
aloof to the slightest recognition of a worthwhile organization. However, the
increasing open-mindedness and objectivity of some people throughout our country is
resulting in a disregarding of our previous brainwashing and the beginning of an
appreciation of the astounding accomplishments of many socialist nations. An
excellent example of such a continually progressing socialist nation is the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea, which has overcome the effects of four thousand years of
serfdom, feudalism, colonialism and imperialism to construct a highly successful
socialism."  
  
Prof. George O. Totten, in his Foreword to the book Song of Ariran by Nym Wales and
Kim San, expressed the same thought in a different context. He writes:  
  
"The popular apathy and ignorance of Americans concerning the division and
occupation of Korea, and the war that grew out of that, left them unprepared to see
through the myths and distortions that serve as pretexts for bringing them into an
even bigger and more tragic war in Vietnam in which the American government also
stepped in to keep the country divided and to hold one part under American
dominance."  
  
AKFIC came into existence in 1971. Close to one hundred initiating sponsors,
including men and women from a broad range of occupations and interests, became
the initiating force that gave birth to this Center. That same year they published a
Position Paper "Operation War Shift,'' which became the program upon which the
activities of the Center continued to be based.  
  
While individually the sponsors represent different philosophical and political beliefs,
they all share an anti-imperialist conviction which unites them in a deep feeling of
opposition to the U.S. government's continued presence in South Korea against the
wishes of the Korean people and its continued use of South Korea as a military base
for future aggression, first and foremost in Korea, and elsewhere in Asia. It is this
presence of foreign troops on the soil of Korea that represents a major threat to
peace, interfering with the process of the independent and peaceful reunification of



the country.   
  
AKFIC is guided by and composed of peace advocates, artists and professional
persons, trade unionists, clergymen and women, students and members of minority
groups who, because of their color, know only too familiarly the proclivity of U.S.
imperialism to seek to dominate people of color-Black, brown, red and yellow.  
  
AKFIC is politically independent but not neutral. We are partisan in the struggle
between the socialist Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North) and the
neo-colonialist military dictatorship of South Korea which is foisted upon Korea by
U.S. and Japanese imperialism. We fully support the great achievements made by the
people of the DPRK under socialism; and we actively support the efforts of the people
and government of the North, who, together with the people of South Korea, wish to
unity their nation and their people, independently, peacefully and democratically,
without interference from outside forces.  
  
The structure of our Center is quite simple. It is not a membership organization. It has
as its base of organization sponsors, thousands of supporters on mailing lists,
subscribers and readers of our publication and literature. Many of them express their
support with financial contributions.  
  
AKFIC has an Executive Board and Officers who meet periodically to plan the program
and activities.  
  
AKFIC publishes an informed periodical titled Korea Focus, which has already
achieved a reputation in many educational centers and among other Americans
concerned with peace in Korea.  
  
The Center organizes forums, film showings, visual slide lectures; it places
advertisements in the press; it supplies information about internal conditions in Korea
and foreign policy matters relating to Korea.   
  
AKFIC publicizes and circulates pamphlets, brochures and other printed matter in
large quantities which are mailed and distributed to thousands of Americans.  
Governments establish diplomatic relations between countries, which is normal and
expected if nations are to live in peace with each other. But such diplomatic relations
do not, ipso facto, guarantee people-to-people friendship.   
  
The guarantee that diplomatic relations between countries will prove fruitful rests
upon the development of friendship between the people of the respective countries.
That is why we invite you:   
  
• To become a sponsor of our organization.  
• To participate in our activities.  
• To subscribe to and read, our publication, Korea Focus.  
• To take an interest in the development of relations between the U.S. and Korea,
north and south.  
• To give us a helping financial hand.  
  
Whatever contributions you make in whatever way you choose, you are actively
participating in the great crusade of mankind, through detente and peaceful
co-existence, to make war between nations and peoples a ghastly memory of the
past.  
  
To this end we present in the following pages a revised edition of our first Position



Paper “Operation War Shift”, which was published for the first time in 1971 and
became the foundation for the organization and activities of AKFIC.   
  
This brochure is the result of the collective efforts of the members of AKFIC's
Executive Board and Korea Focus Editorial Board. It was prepared for publication by a
group of active sponsors of our Center.  
  
INTRODUCTION  
  
Korea. The name is like a cry to the conscience of world. It is called "the land of
morning calm," yet despite the poetry of the phrase, it has been the scene of rape,
war, and plunder by invading powers for generations-even for centuries.  
  
The lovely peninsula of Korea is a land of rugged mountains and sparkling waters,
bounded by China and Russia on the north, China's mainland across the Yellow Sea,
and Japan across the Eastern Sea(which is arbitrarily called the Japan Sea by the
Japanese). It is the size of New England and the climate has the same variety. Korea
is filled with the beautiful remnants of its ancient civilization, which is quite different
from that of other countries of the Far East. One of the reasons for this is that the
Koreans are an ancient and homogeneous race, distinct from both the Chinese and
Japanese. They are thought to be the descendants of two strains, the nomadic tribes
of Mongolia and the emigres from central Asia.   
  
The recorded history of Korea begins in the twelfth century B.C., when Kija, a Chinese
scholar, established at Pyongyang a colony which exerted a cultural influence upon
the people settled in the country.  
  
By the middle of the first century B.C., however, three small Korean kingdoms had
emerged: Kokuryo in the Yalu River valley, Paekche to the south of the Han River, and
Silla in the southeast corner of the peninsula. The Kingdom of Kokuryo (73 B.C.- A.D.
668), which had conquered the Chinese colony at Pyongyang by the fourth century,
was mostly mountainous and unsuitable for farming. Thus the people were hunters
and fishermen, artists and artisans. It was at this time that the newly invented
Chinese official style of writing was introduced to Korea, followed by the classics of
Confucius and Lao-tse, and Buddhism.   
  
The Kingdom of Paekche (18 B.C.-A.D. 660) introduced Buddhist scriptures and
images to Japan for the first-time in the year 552. At the same time astronomy,
geography, medicine, agriculture, metallurgy, and music were brought there. The
Japanese natives were fascinated.  
  
It is interesting to note here that while a great number of Korean scholars and priests,
artists and artisans were sent to Japan to enlighten the backward natives on the
island, the sons of the Korean privileged class were sent to China to further their
studies of Chinese civilization. Thus Korea served as the bridge of learning between
China and Japan.  
  
Prior to the period of modern colonialism, Korea had been invaded by various
dynasties and foreign feudal states, but had always waged heroic wars of resistance
against the invaders.  
  
When not preoccupied with warding off invasion and occupation, they vigorously
developed their own distinctive culture, defending it together with their land in times
of invasion and occupation.  
  
Despite very long foreign domination, the Korean people preserved their own



language, their distinctive form of dress and customs and everything else that goes
to make up national culture.  
  
Hence today's struggle for reunification of north and south, and the passionate will of
the people to eliminate all vestiges of alien, foreign occupation – the U.S. imperialist
military presence in south Korea (there are no foreign troops in north Korea, the
DPRK) is rooted in centuries of heroic wars of resistance against foreign invaders and
occupation.  
  
There was the Peasant War of 1894, which started in the south during the feudal
period; the historical March 1, 1919 uprising, which also started in the south and the
continued struggles of the south Korean people taking on many forms during the
Synghman Rhee regime, and now the Park Chung Hee regime, for the elimination of
foreign invading forces (U.S. imperialists) from the soil of Korea.  
  
In his book, "Korea Today", Harvard University Press, Mr. George M. McCune
succinctly summarized this historic character of Korea, as follows:  
  
"The long historical continuity, during which Korean cultural and social patterns
became firmly fixed, has left a unique heritage to the Koreans. They became a nation
of one race, one language, one culture, and one proud past. The homogeneity of the
Korean people is a significant factor in an evaluation of Korean political problems.
Whatever disunity and diversity appears on the Korean political stage are not
products of fundamental differences in race or culture within the Korean community,
but are consequences of less substantial causes."  
  
The history of Korea, however, and particularly for Americans, has been presented
with deliberate distortion and pseudo-facts to the point where it is today perhaps the
most misunderstood and confusing area of the world. It is also potentially one of the
most dangerous focal points for the peace of the world.   
  
The peril bears a "Made in U.S.A." label, and the responsibility of the U.S. public in the
situation is heavy. Yet the public cannot accept and act upon its responsibility to
avert another disastrous war in Korea unless it is apprised of the truth about Korea.
That is the purpose of this information paper.  
  
The continuity of the history of the last three decades is instructive. The year 1950
witnessed the beginning of the war in Korea. The U.S. war in Southeast ·Asia was
launched in 1960. The decade of the 1970s opened with a promise of peace in
Southeast Asia, but with a threat of new aggression to the north, in Korea.  
  
In a letter to a U.S. peace organization in November 1969, Yongjeung Kim, president
of the Korean Institute in Washington, wrote: "If the United States stays in Korea to
keep its 'friends' in power, Korea may soon turn into a 'second Vietnam.' Peace in
Vietnam alone will not stop American bloodshed in Asia. A greater menace is building
up in Korea. Evil forces are fanning flames which can scorch the earth. The American
people should be alert to this smoldering danger before it is too late.”  
  
One year later, in November 1970, Yongjeung Kim, disturbed by the lack of action on
Korea in the previous year, sent a cablegram directly to President Park Chung Hee of
South Korea urging him to negotiate with President Kim II Sung of North Korea to
resolve the problem of national reunification. He insisted that the government at
Seoul move immediately for the withdrawal of all United States forces from South
Korea, and the withdrawal of South Korean forces from Vietnam, where they were
'achieving a notorious reputation for bestiality.  
  



In point of fact, the government of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea had for
years put forward proposal after proposal for the peaceful reunification of Korea. But
the initiatives were rebuffed or ignored by the government at Seoul, with the tacit
support of the government and the armed forces of the United States.  
  
The government at Pyongyang in its proposals had expressed its willingness, despite
the presence of United States troops on Korean soil, to enter negotiations for the
exchange of mail, visits, and trade, and otherwise normalize relations between North
and South. It was willing to talk to the present authorities in South Korea about
reunification provided that "they take an independent stand, abandoning their
reliance on outside forces."  
  
Throughout South Korea today workers, students, professionals, and religious groups
are struggling against tremendous obstacles to achieve the reunification of Korea - a
condition which all objective observers agree is the desire of the overwhelming
majority of the people of the South, as well as the North.  
  
But there is a necessary concomitant to this action: a major undertaking by the
anti-war forces in the country' of the occupying power-the United States-to seek to
stem the grave danger of a new war in Koea. Utmost pressure must still be exerted
upon the government in Washington to abandon its disastrous policy in Asia, to
withdraw all its troops and weapons of war from South Korea, and to permit the
people of Korea to determine their own future, develop their own resources for the
benefit of their own people, and choose a form of government according to their own
needs and desires. On an immediate basis, there must be concerted pressure against
continuing United States military appropriations for South Korea.  
  
Slowly, as events unfold at the United Nations, and as new initiatives are undertaken
by the North Korean government, the conditions for such pressure are made more
favorable, to an extent. But it cannot be emphasized strongly enough that the prime
condition for such pressure is an enlightened and informed American public.  
  
THE COUNTRY  
  
The Korea peninsular in Northeast Asia divides the Yellow Sea form the Sea of Japan
(East Sea). With a land mass of about 85,000 square miles, it has an 11-mile border
with the Soviet Union (Siberia) and a long Yalu River-Tumen River border with the
People's Republic of China (Man-churia). Since 1945, it has been demarcated at the
38th parallel into "two Koreas."   
  
To the south is the ·Republic of Korea (ROK) (pop. 33,000,000), with its capital at
Seoul, comprising 38,000 square miles. It was traditionally an agricultural region and
until the end of World War II supplied a large part of Japan's food needs. In the last
years it has been developed into an industrial base, mainly with (first) American and
(now increasingly) Japanese capital. It supplies the capitalist world with 13 percent of
its tungsten requirements, and has been expanding its textile industry for export. In
1974, the textile industry accounted for about 30 percent of all employment,
although unemployment was increasing because of the hard-bargaining of its
Western customers.  
  
It has an ostensibly democratic form of government which has been all but eroded by
its president, Park Chung Hee; an elected assembly, more often in a state of
dissolution than in session, and a constitution which has been revised to make Park a
virtual dictator. It also has a standing army of more than 600,000 (the sixth largest in
the world), thousands of armed reservists, a constabulary of a million, an armed
police force (overt and covert) of hundreds of thousands, and a protecting occupation
force of 43,000 United States troops, under the flag of the United Nations but



responsible only to Washington. The United State;-commander in chief has tactical
control also over the South Korean forces.  
  
To the north is the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (pop. 14,000,000), with its
capital at Pyongyang, comprising 47,000 square miles. It has a large industrial base,
and ranks among the first five countries in the world in the output of tungsten,
graphite, and magnesite. Under Japanese colonial rule, this part of Korea was a
food-deficit area. It is now self-sufficient in food. It has a socialist form of government;
with a President (Kim Il Sung), who was a national hero in the resistance against the
Japanese occupation, a national assembly (Supreme People's Assembly), and a
standing army estimated (by Western sources) at 3)0,000. It has also a highly
disciplined people’s militia of more than a million. There are no foreign troops on
North Korean sod.  
  
THE BACKGROUND  
  
For almost seventy years, ever since Japan imposed a "protectorate" over Korea in
1905, the Korean people have been denied their full national rights. During this
"protectorate" period the Japanese imperialist aggressors stifled the development of
Korean national economy and turned the country into their commodity market,
robbing the nation and people of food and raw materials.  
Whatever industrial establishments were promoted was entirely for the strategic aims
of Japanese imperialism to facilitate their aggression in Asia and in preparation for
their aggression in World War II. Consequently, the economic character of Korea was
divided geographically. The north, which possesses a great deal of natural resources,
water power, etc. became relatively industrialized much faster than the south, which
became the main source for agriculture. This development continued for twenty-eight
years.  
  
During the period of the "protectorate" the Japanese introduced one of the most
brutal, oppressive colonial regimes in the history of imperialism. Insurrections were
drowned in blood baths. The country's human and material resources were exploited
in an intolerable way, ground into the military machine that Japan was building up to
further her plans for the conquest of China and the rest of Asia.  
  
The conditions of the Korean people during the 1930s was best characterized by the
Japanese Governor General Ugaki, who, in the 1930s, admonished his troops and the
Japanese exploiters to drive and squeeze the Korean laborers "until they extract oil
from stones." (Dae Sook Suh, "The Korean Communist Movement," p. 121)  
  
Use of the Korean language was forbidden, names had to be changed into Japanese,
even the wearing of national dress was banned; exploitation reached the level of
forcing the annual cropping of women's hair, like sheep, for sale as a commodity.   
  
Five thousand patriots arrested in 1937 were executed to the last man and woman, in
March 1945, on the eve of the final victory over the Japanese occupiers and the
liberation of Korea.   
  
Japanese rule over Korea came to an end on August 15, 1945, when the main
Japanese forces in Korea were caught 10 a giant encirclement by the Soviet army,
and finally disposed of with the aid of the Korean Revolutionary Forces under Kim ll
Sung. The Soviet army entered the war against Japan by agreement with the United
States at Potsdam in July 1945.   
  
At Potsdam, the 38th Parallel was discussed by the United States and the Soviet
Union only as a line indicating the northernmost range of United States air
operations. One month later, in August 1945, the United States government



unilaterally fixed the area south of the 38th Parallel as a zone of occupation.  
  
By the time MacArthur's forces arrived on September 8, 1945, the Japanese had been
disarmed and rounded up everywhere in the south. The leaders of the People's
Committees who had taken over the administration, eagerly awaited the arrival of the
U.S. troops to hand over their captives.  
  
On September 8, 1945, a popular-front government the Korean People's
Republic-replaced the  
  
Japanese authorities, set up a capital at Seoul, and exercised political authority over
all of Korea. It was headed by a non-Communist newspaper editor, Lyuh Woon Hyun,
who sought to establish cordial relations with the American occupation army in the
belief that the United States authorities would acknowledge his government's
popularity-and jurisdiction- throughout Korea.  
  
The United States command, however, rebuffed Lyuh's overtures, replaced his
administrators (including police) with the defeated Japanese, and, in December 1945,
suppressed the Lyuh administration completely. As part of this maneuver,
politician-in-exile Syngman Rhee was brought back to Korea from Washington and put
forward as the American-sponsored leader.  
  
To the dismay of the Korean patriots in the south, one of the first acts of General
Hodge, who commanded the U.S. forces, was to order the Japanese military
Governor-General Abe, and all other Japanese officials to remain at their posts and
that they be restored to office if dismissed. Furthermore, a typical Proclamation of
MacArthur, in his name, was posted all over South Korea stating that   
  
"All power over the territory of Korea south of 38° latitude and the people thereof, will
be, for the present, exercised under my authority. Persons will obey my orders and
orders issued under my authority. Acts of resistance to the occupying forces, or any
acts which may disturb the public peace and safety will be punished severely. For all
purposes during the military control, English will be the official language..."  
  
A second Proclamation provided that anyone willfully not adhering to the above
Proclamation..."shall, upon conviction by the Military Occupation Court, suffer death
or such other punishment as the Court may determine..."  
  
The U.S. thus proceeded to set up a Military Occupation Regime, violating the
Potsdam Agreement.  
  
While this was happening in the south of Korea, north of the 38th parallel, the Soviet
Union did just the opposite. It handed over effective power to the existing Peoples
Committees. The Proclamation issued by Soviet Colonel-General Chistiakov,
commander of the Soviet Army in Korea, after referring to the crushing of the
Japanese forces declared:  
  
"Korea has become a country of freedom. However, this is only the first step in a new
era of Korean history...The happiness of the Korean people will only be achieved by
the heroic efforts that you the Korean people will exert...You have attained liberty and
independence. Now everything is up to you..."  
  
In the south, the U.S. military government continued to solidify its occupation by
stating:  
  



"All laws which were in force, regulations, orders, notices or other documents issued
by any other former Government of Korea having full force of law on August 9, 1945,
will continue in full force and effect until repealed by express orders of the Military
Government of Korea..."  
  
Thus, the only difference between the former Japanese occupation regime of Korea,
was that the Japanese language, was replaced by the English language as the official
language of the ruling regime.   
  
Under U.S. orders and supervision Japanese-trained Korea police went about
disbanding the Peoples Committees, putting to death those who resisted and the
Koreans were treated as "enemies" just as they were for 35 years under Japanese
rule.  
  
For more than two years following this maneuver the democratic forces in South
Korea were harassed by the 80,000~man United States occupation force, and strikes
and demonstrations were brutally suppressed. In May 1948, Syngman Rhee was
formally installed as president of a Republic of Korea.  
  
Syngman Rhee was not slow in introducing a reign of terror. Even the United Nations
Commission reported in August of 1949 that under Rhee's "National Peace Protection"
Act, 89,710 persons had been arrested in south Korea in the eight months prior to
April 30,1949. Kim Hyo Sok, Rhee's Minister of the Interior, who went to the north at
the beginning of the war in June 1950; estimated that between August 1945 and the
start of' the war on June 25, 1950, one quarter of a million people had been
massacred and 600,000 imprisoned m the south during "Liberation - American-style.' 

  
According to objective observers and honest journalists such as Wilfred Burchett, who
conducted independent investigations and researched factual material and
documents from many sources actual warfare and the military attacks against the
north; began in August and September of 1949, and not in June of 1950.  
  
During that period, repeated attacks were made along key sectors of the 38th parallel
by Rhee's forces. Important heights were seized in the western and central sectors
and deep penetrations into north Korean territory were made in the eastern sector.  
  
During that same period, U.S. military "advisors" were in complete control of Rhee's
military operations.   
  
On June 5, 1950, three weeks before the official start of the war, Brigadier-General W.
L. Roberts, head of the U.S. Military Mission, in an interview with Margaret Higgins of
the New York Herald Tribune, let the cat out of the bag when he said:  
  
"I got at least thirteen to fourteen Americans with every division. They work with the
Korean officers ... They live right with them in the field and at the front and stay with
them in battle and rest periods..."  
  
This was the first admission that there was a "front" and "battles" in which U.S.
officers had taken part, long before June 25, 1950, when the official war was
supposed to have started.  
  
What took place on June 25, 1950 was that on that day the north Korean forces
decided that the U.S. admitted "front" and "battles" of the assaulting Rhee forces had
to be stopped, repulsed and chased back, after the north Koreans had exhausted all
possibilities of peaceful solution. Washington proceeded to oversee the fashioning of



a government in South Korea comprised of hated political and industrial hustlers who
simple switched their allegiance from the Japanese to the U.S. monopolists.  
  
In June 1950, the Swiss newspaper Die Tat characterized the South Korean regime in
this fashion: 'President Syngman Rhee and his clique can maintain their limited
authority in Seoul and in the larger cities only through a regimen of military and
police terror, and thanks only to American aid. The South Korean state system, which
has stood on weak underpinnings from the very beginning, has to resort to open
totalitarian methods."  
  
If anything, the current situation in South Korea is worse; but the Swiss comment at
that time took on added significance, coming as it did on the eve of the outbreak of
the Korean War. But first, to retrace some diplomatic history:  
  
After long and fruitless negotiations between the Soviet Union and the United States
concerning the establishment of a provisional national Korean government under
international trusteeship—negotiations which were foredoomed to failure because of
the institution of the Cold War-the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea was
established at Pyongyang on Sept. 9, 1948. It was not recognized by the United
States. (In this connection, it should be clear, because of subsequent United Nations
involvement in Korea, that the Charter of the UN specifically denies the UN
competence in questions arising from World War II, such as arrangements for
enemy-occupied territory-as was the case in Korea.)  
  
The Soviet army left the area above the 38th Parallel completely before the end of
1948. According to Pentagon statements the United States withdrew its army
officially from the area to the south in June 1949, leaving behind a South Korean
"constabulary" under United States tutelage, a cadre of 500 American officers- and a
condition of stark poverty and unemployment. The North Koreans have insisted that
in fact the United States has maintained a military presence below the 38th Parallel
ever since the end of World War II in 1945.  
  
By the spring of 1950, close to 50,000 persons were in prision in South Korea charged
with violating Rhee's catch-all National Security Law. Guerrilla movements were being
formed in the mountains, students were engaging in mass protests, and strikes and
labor unrest was mounting. Rhee appealed to Washington for massive assistance.
John Foster Dulles, then Republican adviser to Secretary of State Dean Acheson, and
later to become Secretary of State himself, went to Seoul and, in a speech to the
South Korean assembly, pledged ill-out American support against "the encroachment
of Communism." At the United States high command in Tokyo, there was a
quickening pace of activity. General Douglas MacArthur, the supreme United States
commander in Asia, journeyed from Tokyo to Seoul to announce: "There can be no
compromise ... We must help anyone who will fight Communism."  
  
Dominating United States policy at this time was the "loss" of China-to the Chinese
people--only a few short months before. The decision had already been made to hold
on to Taiwan at all costs. The situation of Syngman Rhee in South Korea-corruption,
mutinies in the armed forces, summary executions of patriots, and raging inflation-
paralleled that of the last days of Chiang Kai-shek.  
  
Rhee's desperation was exemplified by the South Korean elections of May 30, 1950,
in which fewer than 20 percent of his supporters were elected, despite the extensive
use of thugs to force people to the polls, and to intimidate them when they got there. 

  
There was desperation of a different kind—economic—in the United States. A
recession had set in late in 1948; unemployment had risen to a postwar high of 6.6



percent, and the economy was stagnating. Production had dropped by 15 percent,
profits were down by 33 percent, and orders for durable goods, principally iron and
steel, were off by 30 percent. The Truman Doctrine in Europe-initially massive
support for Greece and Turkey- was not stemming the decline. It was time for a
Truman Doctrine in Asia to take effect to bolster further the American economy, and
that is what Dulles and MacArthur were involved in.  
  
Something had to happen-and it did.  
  
THE KOREAN WAR  
  
On June 25, 1950, war erupted in Korea between North and South. Although most
people in the United States were led to believe that the war was instigated by the
North, no such proof has ever been established. In fact, historians Joyce and Gabriel
Kolko in The Limits of Power: The World and United States Foreign Policy, 1945-54
(Harper & Row, 1972), document the weakness of the "North Korea aggression"
theory. Further, the first news stories at the outbreak of the war- later suppressed-
reported incursions by Rhee's armies into North Korea where they were repulsed and
pursued into the South. Whatever the origin of the fighting, it was clear that Rhee's'
days were numbered without a national emergency and a national mobilization.  
  
What is kept away from the American people in history books, in educational
textbooks and in the journalistic reports of the media in respect to the Korean war,
are the facts regarding the last minute efforts made by the leaders of the Democratic
Peoples Republic of Korea to stop and avert such armed conflict.  
  
After Syngman Rhee openly boasted in an interview with the Vice President of the
United Press that he would "occupy Pyongyang within three days" the leaders of the
Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea responded to this by renewing efforts to avert
a fratricidal war.  
  
In early June 1950, Pyongyang offered cooperation with all politicians 1n the south,
except Syngman Rhee and seven other notorious collaborators with the Japanese. A
personal invitation was issued to three hundred members of the South Korean
Parliament and other prominent south Korean leaders, to participate in another
unification conference.  
  
On June 19 I950, the Presidium of the Supreme People's Assembly in Pyongyang
proposed to the National Assembly in Seoul that the two bodies join together and
achieve peaceful reunification of the country. The reply to this was a well organized
and prior prepared major military assault from the south during the dawn hours of
Tune 25, 1950. It was this assault which called forth the powerful counteroffensive
launched by the north a few hours later.  
  
War was not in the interest of the government at Pyongyang. The new socialist
country was making remarkable economic strides. Kim Il Sung's prestige was
enormous, North and South. On this foundation, the northern government had made
repeated overtures toward reunification, but these moves had been consistently
rebuffed.   
  
The complete lack of sincerity of the Seoul regime was further exposed when Park
Chung Hee advanced, on June 23, 1973, the now well-known policy of “two-Koreas" to
be admitted to the United Nations, in this way perpetuating the division of the north
and south for an indefinite historical period.   
  
This was countered by President Kim 11 Sung on the eve of the same day. The full



program of President Kim 11 Sung, detailing the five-point program are included in
Korea Focus, Vol. 2, No. 2.  
The continued demagogic position of the Seoul regime was further exposed when
they proposed to sign a "non-aggression pact" with the DPRK. The response to all
these demagogic proposals was made by President Kim 11 Sung in a speech
welcoming the President of Algeria. He said:  
  
"As is well known, those who really command the south Korean forces are not the
south Korean authorities, but the Commander of the U.S. troops, still bearing the 'UN'
insignia. It is the U.S. imperialists who control all the means of war from rifles to
artillery. If, despite its acts, the south Korean government envisages concluding a
‘pact of non-aggression' with us, while leaving the aggressive troops of U.S.
imperialism in south Korea, then this is a matter of such stupidity that it is not worth
dismissing…  
  
"We further proposed that independently of the existing coordinating committee on
North-South Relations, a great National Assembly should be convened or a
conference for politlcal discussion between north and south m which would take part
representatives of different political parties, social organizations and personages from
various sections of the population in the south. . . .”  
  
In a discussion which Wilfred Burchett had with the President of the DPRK, Kim Il
Sung, he quotes him as having said that in addition to the many political proposals
made during the session of the Coordination Commission on Unification, the DPRK
made the following concrete offers for economic cooperation.   
  
"We said: - 'Why send your workers abroad to places like West Germany and Brazil
when we could give them work? Why import iron ore at high cost from abroad when
there is plenty for all Korea in the north? Send your workers to us, we will give them
equipment and they can mine the iron ore and send it south as much as you want,
without cost.'  
  
"They refused. On another occasion after human and material losses from floods in
the south, we said: 'We now have much experience in irrigation and flood prevention
works. We will send you engineers and equipment. They can work under your orders
wherever you need them.' 'No.' was the reply. 'Communism would flow with the
irrigation waters.' We also suggested that the south Korean fishermen come and fish
in our waters. They are having a bad time in the south because Japan has exported
many of its pollution-making industries to south Korea. The waters are polluted and
this has had a disastrous effect on fishing. We are one nation. There is plenty of fish
for all in the northern waters, we said. But they refused, as they have refused every
concrete proposal towards normalizing relations."   
  
Although the Soviet Union was universally charged by United States officials and in
the American press with responsibility for the outbreak of war Moscow was obviously
caught by surprise by the war. Its representative had been absent from the United
Nations Security Council because of the UN’s refusal to seat the People's Republic of
China in its rightful permanent place. The Soviet delegates were not present even
when the Security Council sanctioned the creation of a United Nations "unified
command" (July 7, 1950) as an umbrella for the United States to intervene with troops
in south Korea.   
  
The United States Seventh Fleet had already been dispatched to the South China Sea
( where it remains to this day) Without the presence of this fleet, and without the
incursion by United States ground and air forces, the war in Korea would have been
over quickly, and Korea would have been unified by the decision Of the  people of
Korea.  



  
General MacArthur ignored repeated warnings by the Chinese to keep away from
their borders. When MacArthur made clear his intention to cross into Manchuria,
Chinese volunteer armies entered the war on the side of the North Koreans, and
together they pushed the invading armies south. A military stalemate ensued, and
this led to truce talks undertaken at the initiative of the Soviet Union. Disillusionment
among the American public with the war was expressed by the election to the
presidency in 1952 of General Dwight Eisenhower, campaigning on a pledge to end
the war in Korea. On July 27, 1953, a military armistice was agreed to at Panmunjom
by the North Koreans and the Chinese on the one side, and the United Nations
Command (read: the United States) on the other. (The South Korea Government did
not sign the armistice agreement)  
  
The toll was enormous: countless thousands of Korean dead some of them victims of
experimentation by the United States forces with new methods of killing; 142,000
American casualties; devastation in Korea that defied belief; $80 billion in military
expenditures by the United States, with much of the profit going into the accounts of
U.S. and Japanese munitions makers. Yet, withal, an unswerving determination on the
part of the Koreans to rid the country of foreign invaders and unify the land.  
  
The armistice began uneasily, and continued that way. There were frequent clashes
and reports of clashes; in the so-called demilitarized zone. The South has charged
infiltration by "agents" of the North, and the North has charged incursions by the
South, and by United States military reconnaissance planes and ships. The seizure by
the North .Koreans of the United States spy ship Pueblo m 1968 created an
international incident, and ended only when the United States government conceded
that the Navy craft had violated the territorial waters of North Korea. The crew was
then released. In 1969 the North Koreans shot down an American intelligence plane,
and there have been continuing incidents of interception of South Korean ships within
the North Korean coastal limits. In all, Pyongyang has compiled a record of more than
50,000 alleged violations of North Korean territory since the 1953 armistice.  
  
SOUTH KOREA TODAY  
  
America military assistance and economic investment enabled Syngman Rhee to
maintain power in an administration marked by repression, terror, electoral fraud,
bribery, and corruption. By 1960, popular revulsion with the Rhee regime had
reached such proportions that the United States was compelled to dispose of Rhee in
March of that year. The immediate spark was a massive uprising of university
students. An unstated reason was Rhee's stubborn conditions for the return of
Japanese capital, a development which was becoming a vital part of  United States
policy in Asia.  
  
Rhee was succeeded as head of the South Korean government by John M. Chang, a
vacillating man of the middle, friendly to the United States but aware of the intense
feeling in the country after years of repression, and the desire for reunification with
the North. Demonstrations for unity were an almost daily occurrence, and a student
march was scheduled to culminate in a meeting with North Korean students on May
19, 1961. The day before the meeting, Chang was removed in a military coup, under
the pretext that his policies were paving the way for a "Communist takeover" of the
government. General Park Chung Hee emerged as the "strong man." (A record of
Park's background may be obtained on request from the AKFIC.)  
  
The Park regime has, if anything, been even more repressive than that of Syngman
Rhee. A vast network of spies and informers infests the country, under the direction
of the Korean Central Intelligence Agency. Thousands have been imprisoned, first
under the Anti-Communist Act of 1961, and Korea is, in short, a police state whose
government then under the succeeding laws forced through by Park, each more



stringent than the previous one depends for its existence on the support and
approval of the United States government.  
  
In the last months of 1972, Park dismantled the Constitution, disbanded the national
assembly, and irnposed extraordinary martial law. Each page of the Seoul
newspapers earned a small box reading: "Passed-Military Censorship." In January
1974 of the government-or even of the repressive laws- punishable by death. The
laws were aimed primarily at the students who once again were organizing vast
demonstrations.  
  
But the students were not alone. Journalists, Christian clergy and lay persons, and
workers and  
  
peasants also were rounded ~p in a desperate attempt to stifle dissent. In June 1974
the police reached out for a former president of Korea, Yun Po Sun, a known
anti-Communist, on charges of assisting the student movement. His arrest came
during the trial of Kim Dae Jung, an opposition leader who had been kidnapped a year
before in Japan by the Korean CIA and forcibly returned to Seoul. That incident had
caused a scandal in Japan, which had been diverted by a deceptive promise by Park
that Kim Dae Jung would be freed to leave Korea. He was of course detained,
imprisoned, and placed on trial on specious charges concerning violations of electoral
campaign laws.  
  
After a new emergency decree in April 1974, Jerome A. Cohen, director of the East
Asian Legal Studies Center at Harvard, said Park had “removed the last prop from our
Korean policy" The decree was followed by the arrest of 240 dissidents. In a letter to
the New York Times on May 28, 1974, Cohen joined Gregory Henderson of the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University to write:  
  
"Seoul is an armed camp under a garrison commander. Other Korean troops are
under the tactical command of a four-star American general and can be ordered to
suppress with American arms the slightest expression of Korean democracy."  
  
In similar vein, Edwin 0. Reischauer, former United States ambassador to Japan and
now University Professor at Harvard, cited the lesson of Vietnam in warning the
United States to extricate itself from Korea. "President Park;' he said, "is making a
mockery of the democratic institutions of his country and seriously undermining the
loyalties of his people." He urged Washington to cut back sharply its military
appropriations for Korea (pegged at $253-milllontor.T974) and to begin withdrawing
troops. "Only the Koreas can decide their own future," he said.   
  
On June 8, 1974, Richard Halloran, who has covered Korea for years for the New York
Times, wrote from Seoul: "No one knows what's going on. The government operates
in tight secrecy . . . People are tense .. At the center of all this is the austere and aloof
president . . . who has steadily gathered power to himself and crushed opposition by
clapping into jail all those who cry for a measure of freedom." For saying less than
this, Park banished Elizabeth Pond, correspondent of the Christian Science Monitor,
from South Korea.  
  
In rigged trials in July 1974, the military courts dominated by Park sentenced 14
persons to death and scores more to life or long term imprisonment on charges of
having plotted student uprisings. Among those doomed was the popular poet Kim Chi
Ha, and five students from Seoul National University. In addition, a show trial was
arranged for the former president, Yun Po Sun.   
  
The government's explanation for its draconian measures continues to be the "threat
from the North" and the need for discipline to achieve economic progress.



Economically, there is a gloss of prosperity in the cities, and the growth rate
superficially has been favorable, although declining in the last three years. But,
according to the London Financial Times, this growth rate is dependent on the low
wage rate of the 1.5 million emp1oyees of manufacturing industries, and South
Korea's ability to export its products, now principally finished textile goods.  
  
United States investments in South Korea, which in the past were limited to textile,
have increasingly expanded into the electronics industry involving some of the
biggest American firms These companies have taken advantage of South Korea's
anti-union and anti-strike laws, and have shipped parts for assembly in Korean
factories where workers, at starvation-wage levels, turn out finished products for
shipment to markets in Asia and the United Sates.  
  
United States support for international runaway shops to South Korea, and the
massive support given to Japanese monopolies, have increased the exploitation of
South Korean workers while at the same time eliminating tens of thousands of jobs
for American workers. The result has been rising unemployment in the United States
in the textile, shoe and leather, and electronic appliance industries.  
  
While publicly the Seoul government raises the spectre of the threat from the North,
privately it reassures foreign investors that there is no danger. Political instability in
South Korea has caused a decline of American investments from a peak of $43 million
in 1970 to $13 million in 1973. At the same time, however, Japanese investment in
1973 rose to $295 million. Some of this money, of course, is United States dollars
invested in Japanese industry. Among the American investors in South Korea either
directly or via Japan, are Control Data, Dupont, International Paper, International
Harvester, and Husky Oil.  
  
For the South Korean people, economic problems, particularly inflation are adding to
the discontent. Wholesale prices rose 30 percent from January to May 1974.
Consumer prices rose 17 percent, and the cost of rice, the Korean staple, increased
60 percent. Half the monthly income of the average family goes for rice alone.   
  
In the countryside, the condition of the peasant remains at an extremely poor level,
and thousands are pouring into the cities in search of a livelihood. What they find was
described in an article in the Paris daily Le Monde:  
  
"Many workers, particularly in small and medium size firms, work in conditions
reminiscent of 19th century Europe, with a working day of 10 hours or more, a
deplorable lack of facilities, no holidays and no social benefits. . . . The trade unions
that exist are the tools of the employers and the government. Social security is
virtually nonexistent. The medical problem is particularly acute. If a sick man cannot
pay, he will not be admitted to a hospital. . . South Korean farming is still very
backward. It lacks capital, machinery, and infrastructure. Only 20 percent of all roads
can be used by motor vehicles and 40 percent of all villages have no electricity..."  
  
NORTH KOREA TODAY  
  
In the preface to his book Again Korea, Wilfred Burchett, perhaps the most
knowledgeable Western reporter in Asia, wrote in January 1968:  
  
"When I last saw North Korea 13 years ago, it was a country totally devastated- the
prototype of the devastation in North Vietnam by terrifying, indiscriminate, and
unrestricted use of United States air power. Not a city, village, factory, school,
hospital, or pagoda was left intact. In the name of the United Nations, North Korea s
populated areas had been reduced to wastelands of ashes and rubble, its factories to
heaps of twisted iron." United States authorities estimated that it would take 100



years to rebuild North Korea.  
  
In the June 1970 issue of Monthly Review, Ellen Brun, a Danish writer, recorded her
impressions of a visit to North Korea a few months earlier. She reported a country
entirely rebuilt from the ruins, .a well-dressed, well-fed, and well-educated
population. She wrote:  
  
“Today, almost everything which meets the eye, from the smallest consumer goods
to the most impressive products, has been produced in the country itself: electric
locomotives, tractors, houses, bulldozers, cranes, buses, and military vehicles."  
  
In February 1974 Burchett returned for another visit and wrote in the weekly
Guardian, published in New York: "No objective person can visit North Korea and not
be astounded by the economic progress in all fields, at the well-being of the people,
the prosperity of the villages, and the great popularity of President Kim. Kim's esteem
is due not only because the progress and prosperity are attributed to his leadership of
the Korean Workers Party, but because almost everyone seems to know him
personally. In four visits to the DPRK in five years and travels to virtually every corner
of the country, I have yet to visit a factory, farm or school that had not been visited
several times by the indefatigable President. If his leadership is highly personalized
and propagandized in a way that seems strange to Western eyes and ears, this
seems to be the way the Korean people like it. After a long history of disaster through
disunity, they seem glad to have a leader capable of leading the nation forward."  
  
The driving force behind the progress has been the principle of Juche-"reliance on
own forces"- as advocated by Kim. And at the heart of Juche is a system of factory
and farm management which has changed personalized authority to a collective
system under which the initiative at the factory bench and in the field is given full
play. In each factory or farm, politics is in command in the form of a party committee,
under which there is a general staff headed by the chief engineer (in a factory) or the
cooperative manager (on a farm). Farm workers and factory workers get the same
benefits and privileges. For example, mothers receive 77 days’ paid leave at the birth
of a child and there are nurseries and kindergarten facilities on every farm, as in
every factory. In all of North Korea, there are nursery and kindergarten facilities for
3.5 million children-in a nation of 14 million. And remarkably, in a time of worldwide
inflation, and in sharpest contrast with South Korea, the prices of staples in North
Korea are going down.  
  
The contrast was presented in more technical terms by a German economist, Gerhard
Breidenstein, who has been an exchange professor at Yonsei University in Seoul,
writing in his article "Economic Comparison of North and South Korea" soon to be
published in Korea Focus.   
  
"In all but one of the industrial output categories, the DPRK has the lead over the
ROK, even in absolute terms ... The comparison of the per capita income, which in
1970 was 3.4 times higher in the DPRK than in the ROK, is confirmed by the trend of
another data collected. If nothing else, the statistics show that the DPRK, and
particularly her development strategies and principles of economic organization,
deserve much more attention than they have received thus far in capitalist countries.
Third world countries have been aware of {these} achievements for several
years…While the ROK received tremendous amounts of foreign aid, the DPRK has
received very little, if any, outside assistance since the late 1950's. It thus
demonstrated that its central ideology (Juche) seems to be a viable and successful
development principle."  
  
Hope of reunification remains a dominant feature of life in North Korea. Another
overriding consideration is the ever present realization that another devastating
conflict is possible. Toward this eventuality, one-third of the North Korean budget is



expended for military preparations- a figure which must be taken into account when
economic growth – actual and potential-is considered.   
  
Within the socialist bloc, North Korea has maintained a position of solidarity on
general principles, yet non-involvement in the conflict between China and the world
communist movement. In this regard -perhaps because its war experience is similar-
is most often compared with North Vietnam.  
  
ROAD TO REUNIFICATION  
  
However opportunistic his reasons may have been, Park Chung Hee in the summer of
1970 was forced to take public recognition of the hope and aspirations of an
artificially divided people to be one nation again. On August 15, 1970, he yielded to
the continuing overtures from the North and indicated his willingness to work with
Pyongyang for reunification. The first steps were taken through the Red Cross of
North and South, and, one year later, in August 1971, meetings of liaison personnel
were held in Panmunjom. The next month further meetings produced agreement to
establish permanent liaison offices in Panmunjom connected by telephone lines and
"full-scale" talks alternating between Seoul and Pyongyang as the sites. Sessions
were held on almost a weekly basis.  
  
Meanwhile a separate line of communications was opened in private on a
governmental level in May and June 1972, and on July 4, 1972, there was a historic
breakthrough with a joint declaration announced simultaneously in Pyongyang and.
Seoul. The declaration said that the two sides had made great progress in promoting
mutual understanding," and stipulated the following:  
  
(1) Unification should be achieved by Koreans, without interference by other powers,
and by peaceful means; (2) political and ideological differences should not be allowed
to forestall unity; (3) military provocation and mutual defamation should cease; (4) a
"hot line" would be established between North and South; (5) future Red Cross
discussions would concentrate on ending the long separation of families by permitting
the exchange of mail and visits, and other means of communications. A North-South
Coordinating Committee was to be set up with a joint chairmanship under Lee Hu
Rak, head of the South Korean CIA, and Kim Yung Ju, director of the Organizational
Guidance Department of the North Korean Workers Party.   
  
The committee met several lines into the fall of 1972, and in November of that year
issued a communique calling for an end to slandering and defamation, and agreeing
to discontinue all propaganda broadcasts by radio and loudspeaker across the
demilitarized zone and the distribution of leaflets.   
  
Admittedly, there would be great obstacles to progress, engendered both in Seoul
and in Washington (Park's appointment of the chief of the CIA was significant. As was
noted in Korea Focus, Vol. I, No. 3, p. 4: "Lest there be any illusions about the rate of
progress towards unification, it is clear that the most reactionary forces in South
Korea, all of them huddled within and about the government of President Park Chung
Hee, will do their utmost to hinder that progress. They will be abetted in their efforts
by their counterparts in the governing and industrial establishments of the United
States and Japan." But the immediate effect was apparent. Park was forced to
convene a special session of the practically defunct national assembly for debate on
the joint statement, and in the United States Korea became "news" once again.  
  
The obtuseness of the media of the United States was demonstrated by a New York
Times editorial on July 3, 1972, one day before the joint statement was made public,
describing Kim 11 Sung's initiative toward unification as a "new honeyed approach"
and a "Trojan Horse device." Incredibly, in the face of reports of its own



correspondents, it described South Korea as "a country which permits open debate
and contested elections." After the joint statement, the Times, in a rarely refreshing
display of editorial lucidity, described the accord as "a historical development of the
utmost importance for improving the political atmosphere in Asia and in the world." In
the last two years, the Times has followed, Korean events with considerably more
candor and objectivity.  
  
Park sought to use the joint statement as an excuse for his repressive measures and
for the imposition of a new authoritarian constitution on the ground that these moves
would enable him to bargain "from a position of strength." At the same time, he
reasoned that the seeming moves toward reconciliation would rob his political
opposition of a rallying point. Despite these obvious ploys, how- ever, the joint
statement clearly represented the aspirations of the Korean people.   
  
THE UNITED NATIONS  
  
As the new events unfolded on the Korean peninsula, the spotlight turned to another
stage closer at home: the First Committee and the General Assembly of the United
Nations. For years, with various countries fronting for it, the United States had
frustrated a genuine debate on Korea, based on the fiction of "the United Nations
Command" in Korea, and on the United Nations Commission for the Reunification and
Rehabilitation of Korea (UNCURK). For years also, attempts had been made to invite –
without conditions- a representative of North Korea to participate in a debate- on
Korea. But these efforts failed because of the insistence of the United States and its
allied spokesmen that North Korea accept the "competence and authority" of the
United Nations in any resolution of the future of Korea.  
  
Pyongyang had consistently refuse to accede to this demand on the reasonable
ground that it would be tantamount to giving an occupation force in Korea carte
blanche in advance to dictate the terms of a peace settlement. Further, as has been
made clear in this paper, Pyongyang has insisted that Korea's future be determined
by Koreans alone, without interference by an outside force. And as long as the United
Nations provided the “cover of its flag” for the over 38,000 troops of the United
States in South Korea, the United Nations remained an outside force. Thus, only the
South Koreans had been seated as observers when the First Committee and the
General Assembly considered the "Korean item."  
  
As new nations-uncommitted to the United States position, and not as subject to
pressure - entered the UN, it became increasingly difficult to keep the North Koreans
out by setting conditions. So in 1971 and 1972 Washington employed the procedural
device of postponing debate on the Korean question until the following year.  
  
In 1972, however, there was a difference which manifested itself in the resulting vote.
The difference was the presence of the delegate of the People’s Republic of China.
The Soviet Union, which had traditionally pressed the issue of Korea in the UN, had
already placed on the agenda a proposal calling for the withdrawal of the United
States forces from Korea, and the dissolution of UNCURK. It withdrew its proposal in
favor of one put forward by 13 nations, led by Algeria and including China, calling for
the "creation of favorable conditions to accelerate the independent and peaceful
reunification of Korea." By a vote of 70 to 35, with 42 abstentions, the Assembly put
the question over to 1973. Significantly this was the first time that the No votes and
the abstentions together had exceeded the Yes votes. The handwriting was on the
wall.  
  
When the UN Assembly met in the fall of 1973, there was still another difference: the
presence for the first time of a delegation from North Korea to participate in the
debate. The United States had no longer been able to keep them from being invited.
At issue was a ''Western" proposal (the  



  
United States, Japan, three "SE11U-member nations, and Uruguay and Nicaragua)
proposing simultaneous membership in the UN for North and South Korea. This was
the "two Koreas” plan, a device to solidify the nation's division. On the other side was
an "Eastern" resolution (the Soviet Union, the Mongolian People s Republic, three
Middle Eastern states, and several African countries) recommending entry of a "single
unified Korea."  
  
On November 21, 1973, the chairman of the First Committee reported an agreement
not to put the Korean question to a vote-but this time the victory was not for the
United States, but for the proponents of a reunified Korea. The United States, sensing
defeat, went along with a consensus decision to dissolve UNCURK and to encourage
all moves to expedite the independent, peaceful reunification" of Korea.  
  
In effect, the Assembly agreed that Korea is one country and that reunification was
the desired goal. The vote did not mean the immediate withdrawal of the United
Nations flag, but the sense of the majority of the organization was clear. The final
decision was to come in the Assembly of 1974, the date set for a new vote.
Significantly, the majority of the members of the UN seemed to take their cue from
the five-point reunification proposal of President Kim, put forward in June. 1973, for a
single representation for the Confederated Republic or Koryo (the ancient name of
the country) pending the completion of reunification. Actual reunification still faced
enormous obstacles.  
  
For over 20 years, the United States exercising the tyranny of a minority in the United
Nations has stymied the disengagement of the United Nations from the legacy of the
Korean War, 1950-53. The Korean issue has been under d1scuss1off'in the UN for
more than 20 years. Despite the slow process of disengaging the UN from Korea,
recent annual UNGA sessions have registered steady progress towards such
disengagement.   
  
The voting results have shown the growth in the number of countries advocating the
withdrawal of foreign troops from South Korea and that the Korean people be
allowed, themselves, without outside interference, to settle their own affairs. While
the advocates of foreign troops continuing on the territory of South Korea could
relatively, with ease, impose their resolutions on the General Assembly in the past,
now, however, the situation has changed.  
  
Speaking at the 28th session of UNGA (1973), Ambassador Traore of Mali declared,
during the debate on the Korean question, that the UN Assembly had an obligation, if
it was to “avoid the bankruptcy of the UN authority” to disengage the UN from the
“war of colonial reconquest into which it was dragged in Asia.”   
  
The disengagement of the UN from Korea concerns the withdrawal of foreign troops
from South Korea (there are no foreign troops m the DPRK- North Korea) and the
dismantling of the UN (military) Command (UNC).  
  
The withdrawal of foreign troops from South Korea and the elimination of the seat of
tension in the Korean peninsula is an imperative demand of the times. Over the years
continuous support has been given to the Korean people, in and out of the United
Nations, by the Soviet Union, other socialist countries and all progressive world public
opinion. An end to the foreign occupation of South Korea and the peaceful unification
of the country on a democratic basis without intervention from outside forces meets
the aspirations of the Korean people and the interests of peace in the Far East.  
  
These foreign troops operating, under UNC, authorized by the UN Security Council in
1950, consist now of over 38,000 U.S. troops, 100 U.S. officers and "token" (UN flag



carriers in parades) contingents of  three soldiers each from Thailand and the
Philippines.  
  
The UNC also has under its command the Park Chung Hee armed forces, thus placing
American generals in overall command of all armed forces in South Korea leading to
provocative military actions on the armistice line between north and south, the
demarcated 38th Parallel. (See Korea Focus, Vol. I, No. 1, 1972-"The UN Role in the
United States War)  
  
The 29th UNGA session of 1974, in discussing the Korean question, was faced with
the concrete problem of how to continue the process of disengaging it from the “war
of colonial reconquest into which it was dragged in Asia."  
  
To complete this disengagement the UN must agree to order the removal of all
foreign troops from South Korea and dismantle the UNC. To that end the First
Committee of the 29th UN General Assembly began the debate on the Korean
question Nov. 25, 1974, with the participation of the representatives of the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, and spokesmen for the Park Chung Hee ruling
clique of South Korea. The debate concluded on December 9, 1974.  
  
Before the First Committee were two resolutions, a draft resolution on the
"withdrawal of all foreign troops stationed in South Korea under the United Nations
flag," submitted by the socialist countries and independent, liberated former colonial
countries, 40 in all. The draft resolution was supported by many countries in the
course of the debate. It reflected the will and aspirations of the Korean people, both
north and south, and the peace loving peoples of the world. In the final vote, despite
the maneouvers and arm twisting of the United States imperialists, the vote on the
resolution was tied, 48 to 48, with 38 abstentions. The results of the voting indicate
the continued limitations of the options and maneouver-ability of the U.S.
imperialists.  
  
The whole course of the debate and the result of the voting as compared with
previous voting on the Korean question clearly attests to the fact that the position of
U.S. imperialism is becoming more and more difficult and that we are entering a
period when the "Tyranny of the Minority'" in the United Nations is coming to an end. 

  
The second resolution, backed by United States and Japanese imperialists which
"expressed the hope that the Security Council …will no doubt give consideration
to…the dissolution of the UN Command," was approved 61 to 42, with 32 abstentions.
  
  
Despite this, voices demanding an end to U.S. imperialist intervention in the internal
affairs of Korea and the withdrawal of U.S. troops from South Korea will continue to
grow stronger as days go by. The ranks of supporters and sympathizers in support of
Korea's independence and peaceful reunification will steadily continue to grow, and
while the draft resolution introduced by the socialist and other countries and strongly
supported by the DPRK, was unable to muster enough votes for approval this year,
the 30th Session of the UInited Nations of 1975 is not far off." The question of Korea
will be raised again and no doubt the increased support of the peoples of the world
will finally prevail in the United Nations' complete disengagement from Korea.  
  
PEOPLE TO PEOPLE  
  
Four months after the UN resolution of Nov. 21, 1973 an extraordinary event took
place in Pyongyang. The Supreme Peoples Assembly of the DPRK, meeting in formal
session, dispatched a letter to the Congress of the United States containing proposals



for a treaty of peace on the Korean peninsula. Clearly, a major reason was the patent
refusal of the government at Seoul to proceed in good faith on the basis of the July 4,
1972, joint statement. The time therefore had come for direct action on a realistic
basis.   
  
The armistice of 1953 in the Korean War had been signed by the United States, the
DPRK, and the People's Republic of China. Seoul had not been a party to the
agreement. The letter to Congress, dated March 25, 1974, declared that with huge
armed forces opposing each other, it would be impossible to solve any problems
relating to peaceful reunification of Korea. It charged that the United States had
encouraged the South Korean authorities to reject a succession of North Korean
proposals; had increased its military aid and armed support to South Korea, and had
"committed provocations against the North, staged war exercises and perpetrated
espionage acts." Against this background, the letter called for joint steps by the
United States and the DPRK "to replace the armistice agreement with a peace
agreement" that. "brooks no further deiay." It proposed:   
  
1. A non-aggression agreement, with a provision that there be no United States
interference in the internal affairs of the · Korean people and no encouragement of
repressive measures against the South Korean people by the government at Seoul.  
  
2. A discontinuance by both sides of armament escalation and introduction of new
weapons, combat equipment and war supplies in Korea.  
  
3. Withdrawal of all foreign troops from South Korea at the earliest possible date, and
an end to the fiction of the "United Nations Command."   
  
4. A guarantee that Korea would not become a military or operational base for any
country.  
  
The language was simple and direct, and what was most unusual about the letter was
that it in initiated direct contact between the DPRK and a branch of the United States
government. Further, the communication seemed to be suggesting to the Congress
that it reassert its constitutional authority and responsibility, in the name of the
people of the United States, as the sole group empowered to declare war (which it
had abdicated in the case of Korea in 1950 and Vietnam in l960) and to establish
peace (an opportunity now being presented to it).  
  
Typically, the State Department responded first -and only informally to inquiring
reporters- rather than a representative of the Congress, and then only to say that
there had been no change in United States policy concerning Korea.  
  
On April 9, 1974, however, Representative Michael Harrington of Massachusetts
addressed himself to the question on the floor of the House. He noted the lack of
attention being paid to the letter despite "the dramatic change in the North's position
on peace talks," and said: "It seems to me that in view of the potential explosiveness
of the situation on the Korean peninsula, both the executive and legislative branches
of our government should look into the letter. It is certainly in our interest to stop any
further aggressive activities and put both sides back on the road to peace."
(Congressional Record, Vol. 120, No. 51, pp. 22-47).  
  
In the summer of 1974, the American-Korean Friendship and Information Center
sponsored a letter to every United States Representative and Senator, signed by
many prominent persons in public life, urging them to "investigate the strange silence
concerning the letter from the North Korean Assembly, and, further, to address
yourself generally- to the pressing but neglected question of a permanent peace on
the Korean peninsula.   



  
Thus, from many directions, pressures were being applied to the United States
government to reappraise its Korean policy. It is instructive to take a look at the
objectives of that policy.   
  
POLICY AND PROBLEMS  
  
Through the Cold War years, Washington's Asian policy was aimed' at the
containment of China and the Soviet Union and the suppression of all movements of
national liberation. That policy, as it concerned Korea, was based on four premises:
(1) Korea must be maintained as a base for United States military operations; (2)
reunification must be prevented-except under conditions of dominance by-the
government at Seoul with the guidance of Washington; (3) Japan would become the
moving force, both economically and militarily, in Korea under the protection of the
United States nuclear umbrella and in partnership with American monopolies; (4)
since the implementation of the policy would be impossible with half of Korea under
socialist management and orientation, North Korea must be brought to heel.   
  
The first step in the implementation of the policy was the restoration of Japanese
military power. A Japanese ''Defense Agency" was created in 1952 and converted into
a ''National Defense Council" in 1956. Japanese industrial monopolies were rekindled
to life and became the chief suppliers to the United States forces during the Korean
War-about $3 billion · in arms-and to the revived Japanese armed forces.   
  
Today, Japan has a "self-defense" army of more than a quarter of a million men, in
effect placed at the disposal of the United States forces by means of the United
States-Japan Security Treaty, pushed through the Diet in 1960 over the vigorous
protest of a large segment of the Japanese people. The treaty was renewed in 1970.
In 1965, the Sato government was forced to reveal secret plans for a joint United
States-Japanese invasion of North Korea. The plans were contingent on United States
success in Southeast Asia.  
  
Japan and Vietnam played a key role in Washington's devoted support of the Park
government.  
  
That devotion rested on two principles: (1) reopening South Korea to Japanese
investment; (2) dispatching South Korean troops to fight on the United States side in
Vietnam.  
  
The first condition was accomplished with the signing of the South Korean-Japanese
Treaty of June 22, 1965. The second was met by the shipment since 1965 of 360,000
troops of the South Korean army, serving in rotation, bought and paid for by the
United States at a cost of more than $1 billion, and leaving behind a record of cruel
and inhuman behavior toward the civilian "population of South Vietnam. It was a
bargain driven by Park, who set as his condition for sending troops to Vietnam the
financing by the United States of replacement troops that would have to substitute in
demilitarized zone of Korea for those sent to Vietnam.  
  
Japanese Prime Minister Sato sealed the Korean arrangement in a visit to Washington
in November J969. It came under the headline appellation of the 'Nixon Doctrine,"
providing for Asians to fight Asians, with military equipment and economic assistance
from the United States. A joint statement declared that (1) "the security of the
countries of the Far East is a matter of serious concern for Japan"; (2) South Korea is
"essential to Japan's own security"; (3) Taiwan "is also a most important factor for the
security of Japan"; (4) South Vietnam is linked to the "security" of Japan. In
subsequent Diet sessions, members of the Sato government declared that in the
event of a new war in Korea Japan "will not remain an observer," and spoke of the



possibility of a "preemptive" war against North Korea.  
  
As Japan moved back into Korea with Park's blessing and the connivance of the Nixon
administration, the Japanese government stepped up its discrimination and
repressive measures against the 600,000 Koreans who live in Japan. Utilizing
alienated and anarchistic elements and hired hoodlums, as well as its own
"Self-Defense" personnel, the Japanese government instigated physical attacks on
Korean students, teachers, and schools. The kidnapping of Kim Dae Jung, who lived in
a virtual fortress in Tokyo, caused acute embarrassment to the Japanese government,
but it also raised questions as to how the Korean CIA was able to carry out the
criminal act without the knowledge of or interference by the Japanese police.  
  
In June 1970, when the United States raised the question of withdrawal of its troops
from South Korea, President Park declared that it would be "absolutely necessary" for
the American forces to remain "until we have developed our own capability to cope
successfully with North Korea." His schedule called for five years and $2 billion. In the
intervening four years, Washington has complied both by supporting Park in power
and supplying the wherewithal to maintain him there.   
  
While there are continuing reports that American withdrawal will in fact be gradually
instituted, these reports are belied by American actions. In May 1974, John McLucas,
Secretary of the Air Force, declared during a visit to Tokyo that the United States was
planning to shift a squadron of F-4 Phantom jet fighters from Thailand to South Korea
to replace less effective models. Such a move would be contrary both to the latest
proposals of the North Koreans, as outlined in the letter to the Congress, and to the
armistice agreement of 195 3. But such violations were hardly new or unusual. They
simply provided Park with new assurances of continuing support from Washington.  
  
More ominously, McLucas said he could foresee a military situation in Asia in which
the Japanese Self-Defense Force would be employed outside the territorial limits of
Japan. He declined to be specific, but said that if United States and Japanese interests
were threatened he could envision a change in Japanese participation in the
defensive partnership with the United States. That role is currently restricted to
Japanese territory, although there is, contrary to popular belief, no Japanese
constitutional prohibition against deployment of Japanese troops outside Japanese
territory.  
  
CONCLUSION  
  
Many events and many factors have intervened since the promulgation of the Nixon
Doctrine in the pre-Watergate year of 1969. The resistance of the liberation
movements in Southeast Asia forced an admission by the United States that there
could be no "victory" in that part of the world. The emergence of the People's
Republic of China as a force to reckon with in the United Nations and on the world
scene as a whole is an undeniable fact. The insistence by the Soviet Union that it
must be consulted about all the real and potential danger zones of the world is a
potent ingredient in global politics today.  
  
Above all, the political and economic viability of the government of the Democratic
Peoples Republic of Korea, plus the persisting resistance of patriotic Korean; in the
South, have caused heretofore proponents of Washington's Korean policy, such as the
New York Times and prominent diplomatic figures, to begin a reexamination on their
own of that policy, and to conclude that the time has come for the government of the
United States to do likewise.   
  
Basic questions to this end were raised in staff report prepared for the use of the
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and published in February 1973. It was titled



Korea and the Philippines: November 1972, and was based on a visit to those
countries by two committee staff members. Concerning Korea, the report concluded:  
  
"If the United States is now in a position to reexamine its programs and postures in
Korea, basic questions such as these questions should be addressed: why does South
Korea, with a more prosperous economy, require great military aid while the North
pays for most of what it receives; why is it necessary for the United States to pay
operating and maintenance costs of the Korea armed forces; why does the United
States have troops and advisers in the South while the Russians and Chinese have
none in the North; what is the justification for having U.S. weapons systems with
nuclear capabilities in Korea; why must American ground forces be retained if they
are no longer necessary to maintain the military balance; are the existing interlocking
U.S.-U.N.-Korean command arrangements still desirable; and should we wish to be
automatically involved if another Korean war were to break out?"  
  
These are serious questions indeed, and while the authors of the report were not
sanguine about having them answered constructively-"because we appear to be
immobilized by our own presence and commitments" -they have been raised and
they are being discussed.  
  
While there is a clear and present danger in the contingency plans for a
confrontation-plans coordinated in Washington, Seoul and Tokyo-it is equally clear
that there is a determination in the North and throughout Korea to resist any new
American-sponsored encroachment. There have in addition been warnings from
Peking and Moscow that the two socialist countries 'would honor their commitments
of mutual assistance to the government of North Korea in the event of a new danger.
The validity of these commitments was proved by the Chinese action in the Korean
War of 1950-53.   
  
Vital to the whole situation is the frame of mind of the people of the United States. In
this connection a pertinent observation was made by Professor Reischauer in a letter
to the New York Times on June 14, 1974. He wrote:   
  
"President Park's regime is still supported by American arms, aid and a defense
commitment, but as conditions are developing in Korea, the American people simply
will not support this defense commitment to 'still another dictator' in distress."   
  
This is a significant warning by a man who for many years was instrumental in the
implementation of American policy in the Far East. It is also, in its way, a call to action
by the people of the United States.  
  
From another vantage point-that of unswerving resistance to Washington's Cold War
policy from the beginning-the American-Korean Friendship and Information Center
and its friends have been aware of both the danger of a new conflict in Korea, and the
possibility of turning the tide in favor of a lasting peace in "the land of morning calm."
 
  
In this belief, the AKFIC solicits help in the cause of peace in Asia and throughout the
world.   
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